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More than 246 protein or peptide therapeutics are on the market, including 47
monoclonal antibodies approved since early 1980s. Although most protein therapeutics
are administered parentally, treatments for gastrointestinal diseases such as Clostridium
difficile infection (CDI), ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s Disease would benefit from an
oral delivery system that can target biologics to a site in the GI tract, with less systematic
exposure and therefore less systematic toxicity, given the targets of disease are in the GI
tract. This research focused on local delivery of a novel antibody therapeutic, ABABIgG1, for the treatment of CDI. The antibody was fabricated into a multi-particulate
delivery system comprised of nonpareil beads and functional polymers using spray
coating techniques. A proof-of-concept study was conducted using BSA as a model
protein. BSA was first spray layered onto beads, then coated with pH sensitive polymers.
There was no significant change in BSA conformation and aggregation profiles after the
spray layering process. BSA multi-particulates were stable for at least 1 month stored at 4
C. In vitro dissolution testing showed that the enteric coated BSA beads remained intact
in acidic media, while releasing BSA in higher pH buffers. A Design of Experiments
strategy was used to understand how the formulation and process parameters impacted

antibody stability during spray coating process and during accelerated stability studies.
The formulation of novel structured antibody ABAB-IgG1 was also optimized based on
the conformational and colloidal stabilities using various high throughput biophysical
characterization techniques. The multi-particulate delivery system of ABAB-IgG1 was
evaluated both in vitro and in vivo, and showed the feasibility of delivering ABAB-IgG1
to the lower GI tract using the multi-particulate system. The multi-particulate delivery
system, which is well-studied for small molecule drugs, can be adopted to biologics
without modification of existing fluid bed processing equipment, which implies the
possibility of efficient scale up of this technique in existing industrial-scale equipment.
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Chapter 1: Oral administered biologics for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases like
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) and Clostridium Difficile Infection (CDI)
1.1

Introduction
Since 1980s when insulin was developed as the first genetically engineered drug,

it started the era of recombinant protein therapeutics. Currently, most protein therapeutics
are administrated parenterally, instead of oral administration which is common for small
molecule drugs. The possible barriers to oral delivery of protein therapeutics include
acidic environment in upper GI tract, enzyme digestion and low permeability through
epithelia cells, all of which prevent the absorption of proteins into systemic circulation.
Although some monoclonal antibodies have long circulating half-live that reduce the
frequency of administration, developing oral administrated delivery systems for biologics
is still beneficial due to numerous well-known advantages of oral delivery. The oral
administrated biologics could be intended to reach systematic circulation with the
addition of permeation enhancers, or deliver to a local site of GI tract such as small
intestine and large intestine for the treatment of local diseases. This review focuses on the
local delivery of biologics to the lower GI tract. Although in cases of diseases such as
Clostridium difficile Infection (CDI), the increase in intestinal permeation leads to
leaking of drugs to systemic levels1, it is rather a byproduct instead of the main intention
of techniques discussed in this review. Several methodologies could be utilized to achieve
this site-specific delivery, which will be discussed in detail.
1.2

Benefits of oral administrated biologics
Local delivery of biologics to the GI tract through oral route potentially have
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several benefits including better patient compliance, lower systemic exposure, etc.
A survey of 400 patients in a clinic revealed that 21.7% of the population were
afraid of injections and 8.2% of them thought the fear was unreasonable intense2. This
may inevitably result in poor patient adherence to their prescribed dosage regimen. Toh et
al. reported that patient's non-compliance can increase the risk of unplanned readmissions
and accounts for 5.6% of total drug-related problems-related readmissions3. Developing
oral administrated biological drug could improve patient compliance by eliminating
injections under the premise of equivalent efficacy.
Parenteral injection of antibody drugs for chronic diseases usually encounter
immunogenicity issues, which compromise the efficacy of the therapies. By oral delivery
of biological drugs, the systemic exposure of drug to whole body immune system is
minimized so lower anti-drug antibody titers could be generated4. Long term
administration of anti-inflammatory drugs might also increase the susceptibility to
infections since the inflammatory response is suppressed in the systemic level5, while the
local delivery of anti-inflammatory drugs maintains capability of our body to induce
inflammatory responses outside the target site. In theory, oral delivered antibodies have a
lower chance of inducing cytokine release syndromes compared to injected antibody
therapeutics, making them safer for chronic therapy and preventative treatment6.
From a drug development point of view, reformulating the parenteral protein
therapeutics into oral administered drugs is a promising life cycle management strategy,
as it could extent exclusively marketing rights of existing drugs7. As mentioned in the
previous sections, a diverse array of receptors, cytokines, enzymes and various
pathogenic bacteria exist in GI tract and commercial biological treatment for those targets
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are available in parenteral dosage forms. Developing oral administered dosage form will
not only extend the marketing right of a commercial drug, but also potentially improve
the efficacy by delivering drug to the sites comparing to parenteral administered drugs.
Another benefit for oral dosage forms is easier self-administration to eliminate the
hospital visit or training for the usage of auto injector. The economic and easier way of
administration is especially important for developing country with shortage of healthcare
resource.
Oral administered biological drugs delivered to the specific site within the
gastrointestinal tract to have a localized effect could be used to treat important GI
diseases. Inflammatory Bowel Diseases (IBD) and Clostridium difficile infection (CDI)
are common GI diseases, both of which come with intestinal inflammation, a target for
developing site-specific antibodies or gene therapies. This review will discuss various GI
delivery systems on the treatment of IBD and CDI in detail.
1.3

Diseases benefiting from oral delivery

1.3.1

IBD

1.3.1.1 Pathology and epidemiology
Inflammatory Bowl Diseases includes ulcer colitis (UC) and Crohn’s diseases
(CD). Ulcer colitis is a chronic inflammatory disease mainly affecting the colon and/or
rectum without exact known causes, while Crohn’s disease mainly involves the ileum and
colon with a risk of affect any part of the intestine8. IBD is present in 0.5% of the
population in the Western world and is becoming a global disease9. IBD is commonly
diagnosed at the late adolescence and early adulthood, which is different from CDI10. In
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USA, the direct cost related to IBD was estimated to be $6 billion dollars in 2004, while
in Europe, the related cost to IBD was 4.6-5.6 billions euro9.
Although the exact cause of IBD is not fully understand, a couple of factors are
known to contribute to the disease progresses including changes in the composition of gut
microbiota, overreacting intestinal immune systems to bacteria or virus, abnormal
presence of genes in certain patients and environment factors like prescribed drugs, stress
or diet11,12. Since the lamina propria normally contains many immune cells and cytokines,
which trigger the inflammatory symptoms of IBD, it is necessary for potential
therapeutics to penetrate into laminar propria to stop or relieve the inflammation. To
transport into laminar propria, the drug can diffuse from blood vessel via parenteral
injection, or pass the mucosa and epithelial cells from gut lumen.
1.3.1.2 Current treatment options
A couple of medications are available to release the symptom of IBD and to
improve the life quality of patients. Anti-inflammatory drugs (5-aminosalicylates and
corticosteroids), immunosuppressive drugs (azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine, etc.) and
anti-tumor necrosis factor (anti-TNF) biologics are the main treatment options available.
Clinical anti-TNF biologics for IBD treatment include adalimumab, golimumab,
infliximab and certolizumab pegol13. Since TNF is produced in the inflamed intestine to
promote neoangiogenesis, proinflammatory cytokines release, Paneth cell death and
epithelial cell apoptosis, the inhibition of TNF can suppress gut inflammation in IBD
patients14. Interestingly, etanercept as an anti-TNF antibody was not effective in Crohn’s
disease. The possible explanation is that (Fab)2 fractionated from intact infliximab or
adalimumab was still capable to neutralize TNF, while etanercept as a Fc fusion protein
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lost its neutralizing ability after matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) cleavage15. The MMP
cleavage activity was significantly increased in IBD patients suggesting an inherent
problem with Fc-fusion proteins in the treatment of IBD, which was supported by another
clinical failure of abatacept, a CTLA-4 fusion protein in Crohn’s diseases and ulcerative
colitis16. Additionally, etanercept was not able to induce regulatory macrophages with
wound healing potential via Fc receptor signaling; the similar phenomenon was also
observed with certolizumab, a PEGylated Fab fragment17. Based on those data, it is
reasonable to pursue an intact human IgG for the treatment of IBD through parental
administration, which has a higher chance to succeed in clinical.
The side effects of anti-TNF medications may include a higher chance of
developing infections, skin cancer and psoriasis. Both UC and CD are occurring mainly
in the GI tract with reachable targets like TNF-alpha, cell adhesion molecule (CAM),
interleukins, immunomodulators, chemokines, enzymes, which rationalize the feasibility
of targeting delivery of biologics to the GI tract with a hope to lower side effects
associated with injection of biologics. A detailed discussion of available targets for IBD
treatment can be found in literature13,18.
1.3.2

CDI

1.3.2.1 Pathology and epidemiology
CDI is a symptomatic infection caused by the overgrowth of bacteria C. difficile
after a prolonged use of antibiotics which killed the most of gut microbiota. C. difficile
exists in the environment, food, water and healthy human beings and causes various
diseases, ranging from mild diarrhea to life-threatening pseudomembranous colitis. In
2011, CDC estimated that there were 453,000 infection cases caused by CDI which lead
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to 29,000 deaths in the United States19. The estimated recurrent rate was 20.9% and the
death rate within 30 days of diagnostic was 9.3%. Unlike IBD, the elderly at age of 65 or
older have an eightfold higher chance of C. difficile. infection. The related healthcare cost
was over 4.8 billion20. There is an unmet medical need for treating CDI effectively with
the growth of CDI population and emergency of new virulent strains of C. difficile21.
C. difficile produces two exotoxins Tcd A and Tcd B that attack the lining of
intestine. Both Tcd A and Tcd B catalyze the glycosylation of the Rho family of GTPase,
causing subsequent cytoskeleton damage, loss in tight junction integrity, dysfunction of
epithelial cells and proinflammatory responses22. Although there is debate on which toxin
dominantly caused the severity of diseases23, literature actually support the importance of
both toxins24,25. Tcd A and Tcd B can bind to mammalian cells including intestinal
epithelial cells, cause gut wall damage and induce subsequent inflammatory response.
Since the Rho proteins are small GTPases that regulating tight junctions, the inactivation
of Rho proteins by Tcd A and Tcd B during a pseudomembranous colitis increased the
permeability of epithelial cells26,27. This is could be the explanation of the detectable
toxins in the blood level and subsequence systemic CDI symptoms26.
1.3.2.2 Current treatment options
The drug treatment for primary infection of CDI includes metronidazole,
vancomycin and fidaxomicin. However, high recurrent rate associated with antibiotics
treatment and bacterial resistance remain as serious issues20,28. A monoclonal antibody
bezlotoxumab was approved by FDA on October, 2016 in patients who are taking
antibiotics treatment and are at a high risk of CDI recurrence. Bezlotoxumab is the first
biologic approved for treatment of CDI. Bezlotoxumab functions by direct binding to and
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neutralizing Tcd B so as to stop the intoxication pathway induced by Tcd B29.
Bezlotoxumab binds to the receptor binding domain and combined repetitive oligopeptide
domain of Tcd B, which blocks the binding pockets of mammalian cells30,31. Mutation
study of Fc region in Bezlotoxumab approved that its protection to epithelial cells doesn’t
involves effector functions31. Bezlotoxumab is recommended to be administrated through
a single dose of 10mg/kg as intravenous infusion. In two Phase III clinical trials,
Bezlotoxumab arms lower the recurrent rate of CDI to 17.4% and 15.4% compared to the
placebo arms of 27.6% and 25.7%32. The arm of anti-Tcd A and anti-Tcd B cocktail did
not significantly improve the outcomes compared to the usage of anti-Tcd B alone. The
pathway of Bezlotoxumab accumulating into local tissues is still unknown but with the
observation of increased permeability of gut wall, it is reasonable to suspect that
antibodies penetrated the gut through loose tight junctions. Target delivery of antibodies
to the large intestine through oral administration would be rational in this case.
In addition to drug treatments, several Live Biotherapeutic Products (LBP) are
currently under pre-clinical and clinical investigation for treatment of acute CDI or
prevention of recurrent CDI. Those LBPs including wild type bacteria, cells, and
genetically engineered bacteria or cells expressing anti-toxin antibodies61. Those LBP are
proposed to be administrated via oral administration and will be discussed in detail in the
following section of “Microorganisms”. Fecal transplant (FT, or Fecal Microbiota for
Transplantation, FMT) is also a choice when the antibiotic treatment is not effective
although it has not been approved by FDA as a standard treatment. FMT is now
being tested in phase 3 clinical trials.
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1.4

GI tract physiology and delivery challenges
The upper GI tract comprised of mouth, pharynx, esophagus and stomach, while

the lower GI tract contains small intestine (duodenum, jejunum and ileum), large intestine
(cecum, colon and rectum) and anus. The challenges of an oral delivery system typically
involve four aspects of the GI tract physiology including low pH in the gastric fluid,
variation of transit time, enzymatic degradation in the whole intestine and viscous fluid in
the lower GI tract.
1.4.1

Gastrointestinal pH
The pH profiles in gastro-intestine of healthy adults or patients are summarized in

Table 1.1. While comparing results between two separate trials, it has to be borne in mind
that different measuring techniques of pH could lead to the distinct results. Another factor
from clinical trials is the fed/fast state of patients, as a fat meal might affect the pH of the
GI lumen and motility of GI tract.
After been swallowed via the mouth, drug degradation in esophagus usually is not
a concern since the normal pH of esophagus is considered to be about 7.033 and the transit
time in esophagus is in the magnitude of few seconds34. Although the mean transit time
increased from 4.3 seconds to 20.9 seconds in the elderly34, it is still negligible compared
to the transit time in stomach and intestines. The proteolytic activity is also significantly
lower in pharynx and esophagus35. The harsh condition in stomach is the first barrier
most controlled release dosage form will encounter. As shown in Table 1.1, the pH of
gastric fluid in fast patients varies from 1-3, with a significant effect from food intake36.
Acidic fluid in stomach can cause conformation change and subsequent denaturation of
many proteins. To bypass the harsh condition of stomach, a polymer coating to dosage
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forms could be applied which is practical to do and clinically successful already.
Usually pH sensitive polymers applied are able to swell or erode in an alkaline
environment like intestine and release the encapsulated drugs. The pH of intestines
usually rise from 6-7 in proximal intestine to over 7.0 in the distal intestine and then drop
to 6-7 in the ascending colon in healthy adults. Throughout the whole colon, the pH could
rise a little bit to descending colon. If the small intestine is the target site or part of the
target site, then those pH sensitive polymer has a very high chance to release drug in site.
However, if the colon is the target site, then those pH sensitive dosage form have a risk of
releasing drug in the distal small intestine where the pH could be 7-8 in healthy adults.
Since the small intestine have a higher population of digestive enzymes, the premature
release could expose the biological drugs to enzymatic cleavage.
The pH profiles can also vary in the patients with IBD or CDI, comparing to
healthy adults. In a clinical trial including 15 Crohn’s disease patients and 5 ulcerative
colitis patients, neither group had a significant change of pH in the terminal ileum, where
inflammation occur37. This observation was supported by another study, where the
terminal small intestine in Crohn’s diseases (n=6) and ulcerative colitis (n=7) shared
comparable pH with that of control subjects (n=12)38. Both studies observed an increase
of pH in right colon of patients versus healthy volunteers. However, in another study, the
colonic pH in Crohn’s disease lowered to 5.3 ± 0.3 (n=4) in the right colon versus 6.8 ±
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Table 1. 1 Disease effects on the pH profiles in GI tract.
0.2 (n=4) in control subjects, and 5.3 ± 0.7 (n=4) in the left colon versus 7.2 ± 0.3 (n=4)
in control subjects, while the stomach and small intestine maintain similar pH profiles to
control subjects39. While the increase of pH in terminal intestine or colon of IBD patients
is not a concern to pH sensitive polymer system, the decrease of pH will cause potential
failure of drug release. A careful examination of pH profiles in IBD patients with larger
population and harmonized measuring technique is required to draw conclusion on how
pH profile change in IBD patients. The data of pH profile in CDI patients is missing in
literature.
1.4.2

Gastrointestinal transit time
The transit time of solid dosage forms in GI tract of healthy volunteers or patients

are summarized in Table 1.2.
Similar to pH profiles, attention has to be paid to the measuring techniques used
to generate those data. For example, although all the data summarized in Table 1.2 were
from capsules, those capsules were different in size which could potentially affecting
their GI transit time. The transit time of other common pharmaceutical dosage forms
including pellets, powders or particles are supposed to be different from capsule since
they are differentiated in size, shape and adhesive properties. Davis et. al found that
solution or pellets were emptied from the stomach quickly and were not affected
significantly by the presence of food, while the emptying time of single unit dosage
forms was delayed greatly by a light meal40. Generally, the common gastric emptying
time is 1-2 hours in fast state since every 1-2 h a new Migrating Motor Cycle (MMC)
begins from the stomach to the intestine41. As shown in Table 1.2, the presence of food
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could increase the gastric emptying time to 2-4 hours42, which is understandable since the
units left over in the first MCC will likely move to intestine in the second MCC and
double the gastric emptying time. The gastric emptying time in patients with
nonobstructive CD is comparable of that in healthy controls, while the subgroups of
symptomatic patients and those with colonic involvement showed delayed gastric
emptying43. The gastric mobility in UC patients are not impaired confirmed by different
studies44,45.
The mean or median small intestine transit time ranges from 3-4 hours in healthy
volunteers40,41 in a fast state. The small intestine transit time in patients of IBD is faster
(2-3 hours) compared to controls89. The information about transit time in CDI patients is
missing with a terminated clinical trial (NCT01309750) listed on clinicaltrials.gov
website. Besides the pH sensitive polymers, time-dependent release formulations are also
available utilizing the comparatively consistent intestine transit time. While the disease
states may affect transit time, some UC patients or Crohn’s disease patients may have
surgery, which changed the length of their GI tract and may shorten transit time.
1.4.3

Intestinal proteases
Our gastrointestinal tract hosts numerous proteases, also known as proteinase or

peptidase, which function mainly as digestive enzymes to break down proteins and
peptides to recycle the amino acids as nutrients. The oral administered biologics is likely
to be digested by proteases as foreign molecules. Pepsin is the main digestive enzyme in
stomach and was reported to be most stable and active at pH 2. Pepsin is efficient in
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Table 1. 2. Diseases effects on the transit time in GI tract
cleaving peptide bonds between aromatic amino acids like phenylalanine, tryptophan and
tyrosine46. The main digestive enzymes in small intestine include trypsin, chymotrypsin,
elastases and carboxypeptidases, which further digest the peptide products cleaved from
proteins by pepsin in the stomach. The in vitro incubation studies of immunoglobulin
showed that bovine Ig remained partial neutralizing activity with trypsin and
chymotrypsin, while almost no activity was detected when incubated with pepsin at pH
247. Of course, the acidic denaturation of Ig at pH 2 has also been considered. IgA, the
predominant immunoglobulin in human milk, showed partial resistant to proteolytic
digestion48. IgY was less stable than IgG when incubated with pepsin but showed
comparable stability in trypsin and chymotrypsin49. Certain digestion of IgG into F(ab)
and F(ab)2 fragments still possess partial activity since the antigen binding region is
retained. In the large intestine, the bacteria secreted enzymes could also digest biologics
very efficiently.
To minimize the enzymatic cleavage of biologics in the GI lumen, several
strategies are available including improving chemical stability of biologics in the stomach
or intestine, co-administering protease inhibitors with biologics or encapsulating
biologics into polymer systems. An engineered polyclonal bovine IgG showed 3 fold
increase in resistant to porcine pancreatin comparing to a human IgG1 infliximab50,51.
With the development of phage display or other library screening techniques, it becomes
practical to screen single domain antibodies with high protease resistance. During the
development of single domain antibodies for the treatment of CDI, Greg et al introduced
an additional disulfide bond in the hydrophobic region to significantly improved the
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protease resistance to pepsin and chymotrypsin, with minor disturbance of binding
affinities52. Since the same biologic might have different resistance to pepsin, trypsin or
chymotrypsin, it is important to prioritize the resistance. From the authors’ point of view,
it is feasible to bypass the pepsin digestion in gastric fluid by applying enteric capsules or
enteric coating to final dosage forms, so more efforts should be made to improve the
resistance to intestinal proteases. Protease inhibitors are also available to be mixed into
the formulation, with examples like soybean trypsin inhibitor, FK-448 and aprotinin. FK448 is a synthetic inhibitor of chymotrypsin and co-administering insulin with FK-448 in
liquid mixture suppressed the digestion of insulin by pancreatic enzymes53. Aprotinin is a
commercial trypsin inhibitor and co-administration of aprotinin increased the insulin
bioavailability by improving the enzymatic stability54. However, long term administration
of protease inhibitors possess some risks including adverse effects associated with
protease inhibitors themselves since some of them are highly potent, while the inhibition
of proteases might leading to disrupt of normal nutrient absorption and over producing of
those proteases by our bodies55.
1.4.4

Fluid volume and viscosity
The gastrointestinal fluid volume and viscosity are two key factors affecting the

dissolution of drug products and biologics release into the GI lumen. As revealed by a
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) study (n=12), the gastric volume increased from 45
± 18 mL at fasting state to 686 ± 93 mL at fed state, while the small intestine volume
(105 ± 72 mL at fast state versus 54 ± 41 mL at fed state) were not affected significantly
by meal56. The large intestine fluid was consistent with a volume of 13 ± 12 mL at fast
state versus 11 ± 26 mL at fed state. The gastrointestinal fluid volume showed a
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decreasing trend from upper GI tract to lower GI tract as water is being reabsorbed by our
body. Attention must be paid on developing the in vitro dissolution of drug release, as the
volume of dissolution media used to mimic small intestine or colon is usually 500-1000
mL according to United State Pharmacopeia (USP) specifications, which is much higher
than what has been found in vivo as mentioned above. The volume of dissolution media
could significantly affect the drug release. Whether the small intestine and colon provided
the sink condition for a specific drug product, it has to be evaluated case-by-case.
The viscosity also increased down to the lower GI tract with the reabsorbing of
water. The viscosity not only affecting the dissolution of drug from delivery system, but
also affecting the diffusivity of drug within the GI lumen57, especially when the drug is a
macromolecule according to Einstein Stokes equation. When designing the oral delivery
system for biologics and in vitro evaluation method, if the increase of viscosity in lower
GI tract has been considered then it is more likely to have an expected release of drug in
vivo at targeted site.
Nevertheless, despite all those physiological obstacles, there are multiple
preclinical studies and clinical trials on oral delivery of biologics for IBD and CDI which
will be discussed as following.
1.5

Oral delivery strategies depending on drug types
As discussed in the previous sections, it is challenging to overcome all the

obstacles of local delivery to lower GI tract. To successfully deliver a biologic product to
lower GI tract, a couple of criteria have to be meet, including mechanism of protection
from acidic degradation, enzymatic degradation, penetration through mucosa in some
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cases, reaching therapeutic concentration in local environment. The most common and
matured strategy for minimizing acidic degradation is to utilize enteric polymers which
are stable and intact in stomach fluid and trigger release in high pH environment in the
intestine or colon. To minimize enzymatic degradation, several strategies are available
including addition of protease inhibitors, sacrificing other proteins, designing resistant
proteins, protecting the digestion site, or in some cases even adding excessive amount of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). Penetration through mucosa is required for
treatment of IBD since part of the receptors are in the lamia propria. To enhance
penetration, nanoparticles with surface modification or muco-adhesive polymer system
could be applied. For micro-organism system, the microorganisms that can survive and/or
colonize in GI tract is used to deliver biologics.
We will discuss those strategies in the following examples of delivery system. The
molecule modalities that will be discussed in the following sections include proteins
(include various antibody therapeutics), microorganisms, gene therapies and vaccines. A
list of oral administered biological drugs for IBD and CDI is shown in Table 1.3.
1.5.1

Protein therapies
One the most simplified dosage form for the colonic delivery of a biological

product is the enteric coated capsules filled with biologics powders. The filled powders
might be manufactured from spray drying or freeze drying of the liquid biologics, which
are well studied processes. With the addition of stabilizing excipients during spray drying
or freeze drying, it is possible to retain most of the biological activity of peptides,
proteins or even cells. Besides the API, it is necessary to include proteases inhibitors,
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Table 1. 3. Clinical stage of oral biologics for IBD and CDI
bulking agents or in some cases permeation enhancers. The purpose of permeation
enhancer is to improve the mucosa adhesion and penetration for diseases like IBD, which
requires mucosa penetration to target the receptors within the lamia propria. Proteases
inhibitors slow certain enzymatic degradations in the GI lumen to improve the action
duration of API. The common bulking agents including lactose, microcrystalline cellulose
(MCC) and starch, etc. are included for better process and accurate dosing. The enteric
coating material of the capsules are usually pH sensitive polymer, or time-dependent
release polymers, or enzyme digestible polymers. Many reviews have discussed those
polymers in detail, authors are referred to literature for more information58. On the other
hand, there are capsules made from inherent enteric polymers, in which case, the coating
step after filling in protein powders are eliminated. The inherent enteric polymers
incorporate the above-mentioned polymers into the material blend for manufacturing
capsules (Capsugel product). This category of products benefits the biologics which are
extremely sensitive to heat since pan coating or fluid bed coating of enteric polymers
applied heat to facilitate the drying of polymer solutions, especially in pseudo-latex
aqueous coating. Although the first thermal transition of most antibodies is above 60 °C,
some of the less labile proteins or cells are more sensitive to the comparable high
temperature ranging from 30 to 50 °C during enteric coating.
AVX470
AVX470 is a bovine polyclonal anti-TNF antibody produced from colostrum,
with similar specificity as infliximab. The antibody was inherently stable to proteases,
with about 80% of AVX470 remained intact after 4 hours incubation while almost no
20

intact infliximab was detected50,51. At the same time, about 60% TNF-binding activity of
AVX470 was remained compared to about 20% activity of infliximab. In a first in human
study of AVX470 for the treatment of acute ulcerative colitis, the purified antibodies were
dosed in enteric capsules which released the encapsulated antibody at pH above 6.0. The
study met its primary endpoint, as AVX470 was safe and well tolerated. The dose
dependent increase of detectable bovine Ig in the stool of patients were also observed. In
the highest dose group of 3.5g/day, a significant reduction of TNF, myeloperoxidase and
epithelial cell apoptosis were observed in proximal and distal colon biopsies after 4
weeks of treatment. Since anti-TNF antibodies like infliximab has been used for treating
ulcers colitis and Crohn’s disease, AVX470 is promising in treating IBD giving enough
efficacy in late stage clinical trials. The inventor of AVX 470 Avaxia Biologics (acquired
by Circle33, Lexington, MA) has received Orphan Drug Designation for pediatric IBD
but no information about its phase II study was available in ClinicalTrials.gov website.
Avaxia also developed a platform technology called AvaximabsÔ to generate
other GI stable antibodies to treat various diseases including IBD, celiac diseases and
diabetes. The protease digestion site in AVX470 was identified and used to generate
chimeric antibody for better protease resistance of Avaximabs. Celiac disease is caused
by overresponse of patients’ immune system to gluten intake. Targeting the gluten
proteins or peptides using a GI stable antibody was believed to be one of the treatment
options for celiac disease. On the other hand, inhibiting antibody targeting the glucose
transporter like GLUT2 could be therapeutic for diabetes or obesity.
In our point of view, the three major highlights of Avaxia’s technique are inherent
stable bovine polyclonal antibodies, local delivery of antibodies to intestine and safety
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history of bovine IgG administration from food. Bovine IgG contains more carbohydrates
and thus more resistant to papain digestion into Fab and Fc59 than human and rabbit IgG.
According to Yadav et al, infliximab as a chimeric IgG1 with human constant region and
murine variable region, was degraded more than 90% in 30 minutes in human intestinal
fluid in vitro, while adalimumab as a fully human IgG1, shows similar degradation
kinetics and pattern with infliximab60. On the other hand, as systemic absorption of antiTNF antibody causing immunosuppression and subsequent losing responses in about
20% patients, oral delivered anti-TNF therapeutics was believed to be at lower risk of
immunosuppression.
IMM-529
IMM-529 is a combination of polyclonal antibodies purified from colostrum of
immunized pregnant cows61. It contains three antibodies targeting Toxin B, C. difficile
spores and vegetative cells respectively, which allows it to be used as both prophylaxis
and treatment. IMM-529B contains antibodies targeting recombinant Toxin B, while
IMM-529s targeting C. difficile spores and IMM-529V targeting the vegetative cell
surface antigens. Co-administering the three polyclonal antibodies orally protected 80%
of mice from C. difficile infection, while monotherapy of IMM-529B targeting Toxin B
protected 80% of mice from death post infection61,62. Additionally, the C. difficile specific
colostrum antibodies resisted to upper GI digestion and transit down to neutralize the
toxins at site, which has also been observed by other researchers63,64. The good stability
of bovine Ig in GI tract makes it an ideal candidate for passive immunotherapy against C.
difficile infection. Although the colostrum protects antibodies from GI digestion,
researchers still appreciated the encapsulation of bovine Ig into delivery systems to
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further reduce the degradation in upper GI tract and increase the amount available at
lower GI tract61.
Enteric coated tablet is another option among monolithic delivery system. The
enteric coated tablet is manufactured by compacting lyophilized/spray dried biologic
powders into a tablet and then coat the entire tablet with enteric polymers. The
compacting step might be detrimental to some proteins. Marten et al investigated the
influence of compaction on the conformation and activities of trypsin as a model
protein65. Under the compaction force studied from 40-382 MPa, the compacted trypsin
showed a reduced activity, altered secondary structure and thermal stability. In another
study, beta-galactosidase was loaded into nanofibers of GRAS (generally considered as
safe) polymers and the following tableting had no influence on the biological activity and
long-term activity of the protein. Nevertheless, a couple of tableted insulin tablets are
under clinical investigation. Without disclosure of intellectual details, we have to assume
that insulin was remain intact during compaction and the biological activity was not
affected to meet the regulatory requirements for clinical trials. In a public presentation by
Cosmo Pharmaceuticals, they showed the preservation of infliximab antibody activity in
tablets and in colonic environment using their MMX® technique, which is an acrylic
copolymer film coating technique applied on tablets66.
SYN-004
SYN-004 is an oral beta-lactamases tablet in phase II, reducing the C. difficile
infection risk by degrading beta-lactam antibiotics within the GI tract. FDA also granted
SYN-004 the Breakthrough Therapy Designation for the prevention of CDI. During the
development of SYN-004, the formulation of SYN-004 was changed from methacrylic
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acid copolymers coated pellets to enteric coated tablets67. Those enteric pellets belong to
the category of multi-particulate delivery system. The multi-particulate delivery system
started with drug loaded pellets or sugar pellets, and then applied drug layer or enteric
coat layer using fluid bed coating techniques68. Those pellets consist of a series of pellets
of different coating thickness and therefore a different release regimen, so more GI tract
will be covered and the dose dumping risk due to the failure of a monolithic system will
be minimized.
In summary, tableting biological drugs introduce one additional step of
compaction compared to using enteric capsules, and the effect of tableting has to be
evaluated case-by case.
1.5.2

Microorganisms
Microorganism can not only serve by itself as biologics therapies, but also can be

genetically modified to express therapeutic proteins in vivo to treat GI disease.
1.5.2.1 Natural microorganisms
Imbalance in intestinal microflora could be involved in the pathogenesis of IBD
and also be a risk factor of C. difficile infection69 , which makes microflora a potential
therapeutic target for these two diseases. Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT), a
method to rebuild microbiota balance in intestine, is a popular treatment option for IBD
and CDI although it’s not approved by FDA yet. FMT utilizes the feces from healthy
donors which contains various normal microbiota to outcompete the C. difficile. Fecal
microbiota transplantation capsules are available from a nonprofit stool bank OpenBiome
(Somerville, MA). Frozen human fecal microbiota was filtered to 330 microns and embed
into a long-chain fatty acids matrix by water-in-oil emulsion70. The capsules were
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physically stable at room temperature for more than 30 days. To preserve microbial
viability, material should be delivered within 90 minutes of removal from frozen storage.
Microorganism with therapeutics effects are usually lyophilized/spray dried to
improve its stability during transportation and storage, and then formulated into enteric
capsules/tablets to keep it from upper GI tract inactivation. The efficacy and safety of
orally administrated wild type synthetic microorganism for the prevention or treatment of
IBD and CDI, like mixture probiotics and yeast, haven been reported in many studies71-74.
Bibiloni et al reported that oral administrated VSL#3 probiotic-mixture (Lactobacilli,
Bifdobacteria, Streptococcus) induced remission in patients with mild to moderate active
UC and without biochemical or clinical adverse events related to VSL#371. Another study
compared the efficacy of a multispecies probiotic (BIO-THREE) via oral administration
to conventional therapies in patients with mild to moderate distal UC refractory.
Remission (UCDAI (Ulcerative Colitis Disease Activity Index) score < or =2) was
observed in 45% (9/20) of the patients72. A pilot trial found that out of the 24 ulcerative
colitis patients received additional treatment with S. boulardii, 17 patients attained
clinical remission, indicated that S. boulardii was effective in the treatment of UC73. A
systematic review with meta-regression analysis performed by Shen et al. showed that
administration of probiotics closer to the first dose of antibiotic reduced the risk of CDI
by more than 50% in hospitalized adults74.
1.5.2.2 Genetically modified microorganisms
Genetically modified microorganisms as potential drug delivery vectors to the GI
tract has been studied to treat GI disease in recent years. The microorganism delivery
system usually possesses some key features: (i) it should overcome several host defense
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mechanisms such as low pH in upper GI tract and a variety of proteolytic and lipolytic
enzymes, (ii) colonize at intestine, the delivered microorganism can be detected, and the
secreted protein has metabolically active, (iii) highly express the delivered protein, (iv)
neutralize targeted cytokines or pathogen/s’ toxins. Through an extensive literature
search, probiotic bacteria and yeast, such as Lactococcus lactis (L. lactis),
Bifidobacterium longum (B. longum) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae), seem
to be the most popular microorganism carrier used to treat IBD and CDI in most of
preclinical and a few clinical studies. A couple reasons render those microorganisms as
ideal delivery vehicles. For example, L. Lactis, as a probiotic bacterium, is GRAS
(generally regarded as safe) and is widely existed in food products. In addition, L. Lactis
can survive the gastric fluid with a survival rate depending on the strain75. It was used as
adjuvant drug for several intestinal diseases, such as antibiotic associated diarrhea and
IBD. Moreover, L. Lactis can be uptake by Peyer’s patches to induce the mucosal
immune systems. Furthermore, L. Lactis can be genetically modified to express various
proteins or adjuvants based on treatment purposes. In recent years, local delivery of
biologics such as antimicrobial peptides and antibody by genetically modified L. lactis at
the colon was reported in literature. Rottiers observed that daily oral administration of
anti-mTNF nanobodies -secreting L. lactis significantly reduce inflammation in mice
with dextran sulfate sodium (DSS)-induced chronic colitis76.
AG011
AG011 (ActoGeniX NV, now Intrexon Corporation) is an L. lactis product
secreting human IL-10 in vivo for the treatment of moderately active ulcerative colitis. In
a phase 1 clinical trial conducted in Europe, oral administration of lyophilized L. lactis in
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enteric capsules successfully expressed IL-10 in patients with Crohn’s disease and only
minor adverse effects were observed77. A decrease in disease score was also present. It
was believed that, compared to parenteral injection of IL-10, the effectiveness of oral
delivering hIL-10 at inflamed intestinal tissue may be improved, with fewer adverse
effects78. In a phase 2a clinical trial, AG011 was well tolerated in moderately active ulcer
colitis patients. However, no significant improvement of mucosal inflammation was
observed79. According to the inventors, insufficient exposure of inflammatory site to
bacteria and hIL-10 might be two factors affecting the clinical outcomes.
Besides AG011, there are other products like AG013 for oral mucositis and
AG014 for IBD developed using the so called ActoBiotics™ platform. The ActoBiotics™
platform utilized a L. lactis strain MG1363 constructed to confine its growth in specific
ecological niches. Furthermore, in the example of AG011, the thymidylate synthase gene
was replaced with another sequence encoding human IL-10, which constrained the L.
lactis growth to thymidine dependent77. This is extremely important for the biosafety of a
gene modified organism (GMO) as uncontrolled propagation of GMOs in the
environment will raise environmental concerns. Pharmacokinetics profile of L. lactis was
also studied with different strains and confirmed that L. lactis disappear from human GI
tract after a few days 80. Additionally, the L. lactis cannot be recovered from blood, which
further supported its safety of use in humans.
Several concerns are still associated with the usage of L. lactis as delivery vectors.
First is the survival of L. lactis in the GI tract. Although co-administration of L. lactis
with food showed 90-98% survival rate against gastric fluid, however, only 10-30% of
bacteria survived in the duodenum80. Layer by layer coating of probiotics with enteric
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polymers and adhesive polymers like chitosan and alginate could enhance the survival of
probiotics in upper GI tract, muco-adhesion and growth in intestine81. Second challenge
is defining the dose. While the dose of probiotics is typically defined by CFU, the dose of
gene modified microorganism can be defined either by CFU or concentration of
expressed proteins. As one can image it is very difficult to quantitate the amount or
concentration of therapeutic proteins expressed in vivo, it will be almost impossible to
define the dose by “cargos”, although the efficacy is tightly affected by expressed
therapeutic proteins instead of microorganism amount.
B. longum, secreting scFv and VHH antibody against human TNF-α and
Clostridium difficile toxin A may be used as novel probiotic medications for IBD and C.
difficile-associated disease treatment82. Microbiome-Derived Immune Modulators
(VE202, VE303, Vedanta Biosciences ) are rationally-defined live bacterial consortia that
are used to treat inflammatory bowel disease and C. difficile infection respectively by oral
capsule administration83. The human clinical trials of these two drug candidates are
scheduled to start at Q4 of 2017. Many other cytokines, such as IL-27, anti-TNF, and
TGF-β1 etc. were expressed using bacteria carriers and delivered to gut for GI disease
therapy in preclinical studies (Table 1.4).
Yeast has also been used to express proteins for decades, such as gene modified
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Pichia pastoris to secret anti-human TNFα single-domain
antibodies84,85. Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Saccharomyces boulardii, are new carriers
for oral delivery of either antigens or drugs in the human gut. S. boulardii is a probiotic
yeast and has anti-inflammatory effects in patients with IBD. One study of patients
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Table 1. 4. The overview of characteristics of main bacteria as delivery systems in
preclinical studies.
suffering from Crohn’s disease (CD) with moderate activity found that the addition of S.
boulardii to conventional treatment significantly reduced stool frequency86. So hopefully
using S. boulardii as a drug carrier to deliver drugs in vivo could have synergy effects on
the efficacy of GI diseases treatments. According to the literature and our own work,
three types of yeast carrier might be used to delivery potential drugs: surface modified
yeast, chromosome modified yeast, plasmid carried yeast. Surface-modified
Saccharomyces cerevisiae expressing β1-integrin binding domain of invasins has been
reported to target Peyer's patches in vivo and provide a novel carrier system for targeted
delivery of either antigens or drugs via the oral route87.
In summary, oral delivery of biologics using microorganisms is promising for
lower price of manufacturing comparing to parental injections, good safety records in
humans and local delivery of drugs to site, etc. However, several questions need to be
answered, such as environmental safety concerns raised by spreading of GMOs,
determination of accurate dose and survival of microorganisms in harsh conditions of GI
tract as discussed above. Besides those issues, the colonization time could be another
paramount factor affecting the appropriate usage of microorganisms for treatment. Fast
acting microorganism colonize and express therapeutics in a short time frame which
makes them suitable for treatment, while the slow colonized microorganisms have to be
administered before the occurrence of disease symptoms as a prophylaxis. The most
common microorganism used in delivery system is L. lactis (Table 1.4), but recently there
is increasing studies that focus on yeast, such as S. boulardii. But to date, there is no
study to suggest which microorganism is preferred as an oral drug delivery vector.
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Comparing to bacteria delivery vectors, yeast cells are more resistant to antibiotics that is
usually co-administered during the CDI treatment.
1.5.3

Gene therapy

1.5.3.1 Antisense oligonucleotides drugs
Although synthetic oligonucleotide drugs are considered more similar to small
molecules due to their solid-phase chemical synthesis origin, we would like to include
oligonucleotides as their molecular mass about 7,000-15,000 da is not perceived as
typical small molecules. Some of the aptamers might also have 3-D conformations and
require bioactivity assays to assure the quality.
GED-0301
Mongersen (Celgene, GED-0301) is an oral antisense oligonucleotide drug
consists of 21 bases against decapentaplegic homolog 7 (SMAD7) for the treatment of
Crohn’s disease88. The drug is modified with phosphorothioate chemistry to minimize
cellular nuclease degradation by replacing a nonbonding oxygen with sulfur. The drug is
formulated into an enteric coated tablet targeting the terminal ileum or colon. The coating
material is made of methacrylic acid polymers dissolving at pH 6.6-7.289. Preclinical data
showed that mongersen was uptake by epithelial and lamina propria cell, which reduced
the SMAD7 expression in mucosa and colitis in mouse model90. Down regulation of
SMAD7 was believed to mediate TGF-β 1 pathway, which correlates with the colitis. No
uptake of drug was observed in stomach, liver, kidney or spleen, which might contribute
to the well tolerance and good safety record of this drug in patients. In the later phase 1
trial, mongersen was only barely detectable in a patients’ blood sample89. A phase 2
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clinical trial showed efficacy in patients oral dosed with 40 mg or 160 mg mongersen per
day88. The durable effect of mongersen lasted for 3 months even the drug was only dosed
for 14 days. Mongersen is now being evaluated in multiple phase 2 and phase 3 clinical
trials for the treatment of Crohn’s disease.
BL-7040
BL-7040 (BioLineRx), formerly known as EN101 or MONARSEN, is 20-bases
synthetic antisense oligonucleotide with a phosphorothioate backbone91. The sequence
was chemically modified to add 2’OMe group to improve chemical stability in GI tract. It
is an agonist of Toll-Like Receptor 9 (TLR-9) and suppressor of acetylcholinesterase
(AChE). Although BL-7040 sequence was designed as an antisense to AChE, in vitro
study confirmed that BL-7040 suppressed AChE via TLR-9 mediated NFkB
mechanism92. Preclinical studies approved that oral administered BL-7040 was as
effective as dexamethasone, a steroid for IBD treatment, and the pathway was confirmed
by the secretion of key cytokines93,94. In a phase 2a clinical trial, BL-7040 was
lyophilized and formulated as a ready-for-use drink to moderately ulcerative colitis
patients91. Colon exposure to BL-7040 was confirmed by tissue distribution studies with
a dose and time dependent manner. Among 22 patients enrolled, 16 patients completed
the study,12.5% observed clinical remission and mucosal healing was achieved by half of
the patients. Oral administration of BL-7040was well tolerated and efficacious to
moderately active ulcerative colitis.
Other than GED-0301 and BL-7040, there are two antisense oligonucleotide
drugs that are being evaluating in clinical trials for IBD treatment. Alicaforsen, targeting
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intercellular adhesion molecule, was not effective in Crohn’s disease via systemic
administration, while it’s effective when given as enema to ulcerative colitis patients95.
DIMS0150, a TLR-9 agonist targeting NF kB-p65 pathway which promotes antiinflammatory response, was proven to be effective in active ulcerative colitis patients
through rectal routes96.
Based on our knowledge, no clinical trial for antisense drug against CDI is
currently being conducted. Preclinically, John et al. reported a nanocomplex of antisense
drug for the treatment of CDI97. The antisense sequences were designed to block the
expression of genes for C. difficile with modifications to improve its stability against
nucleases. The cationic bolasome was used as a delivery vehicle for anionic antisense
drug to cross the mitochondria membrane. During the in vitro incubation study, a
particular antisense drug nanocomplex was able to inhibit the growth of C. diff. It will be
interesting to see more in vivo data of this nanocomplex.
Although the phosphorothioate chemistry improved the enzymatic stability of
ASOs, some scientists still argued that the chemical modification of ASO might increase
the unspecific binding, decrease mRNA hybridization and increase the cytotoxicity98. As
a result, incorporating the ASOs into a delivery vehicle could potentially solve the issues
with modifying sequences, and also further decrease the nuclease degradation and
enhance the permeation into the cytoplasm. Jorg et al compared a couple of delivery
systems for ASOs including liposomes, virus capsoid, cationic acrylate nanoparticles,
etc99. The cellular uptake was increased in all used delivery systems comparing to the
free ASOs. A more comprehensive reviews of delivery systems for ASOs is available100.
Those techniques could be beneficial when cellular uptake or cytotoxicity is a concern for
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a certain ASO drug.
1.5.3.2 DNA
EG-10
EG-10 is a non-viral nanoparticle delivery system containing IL-10 gene101. From
the limited data released, the delivery system used a novel polymer by conjugating
arginine and gluconic acid to low molecular weight poly-glucosamine to encapsulate the
human IL-10 gene102. The Z-average diameter of those particles are ~100 nm and zeta
potential of ~+30 mV. This delivery system can transfect the gut cells into protein
factories expressing anti-inflammatory cytokines like IL-10. In a dextran sulfate sodium
(DSS) induced murine colitis mode, the treated mice had an improved weight recovery
and reduced pro-inflammatory cytokines expression compared to the control group.
Although following oral administration of non-enteric coated capsules, IL-10 was
detectable in circulation, developing an enteric capsule system is the next step of the
inventor102.
1.5.3.3 RNAi
A polymeric delivery system for RNA interference therapy was developed by
incorporating siRNA targeting TNF-alpha expression into gelatin nanoparticle followed
by microsphere encapsulation103. Poly (epsilon-caprolactone) (PCL) was used as the
protective polymer to prevent siRNA from degradation in upper GI tract of mice.
Following oral administration of this gene silencing delivery system, both TNF-alpha
gene and TNF-alpha protein were down regulated. On day 14, the weight loss, colon
length and MPO all supported the preclinical efficacy of this gene silencing system on
acute colitis model.
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1.5.4

Vaccine
Although most vaccine are administered subcutaneously or intramuscularly, a

couple of oral vaccine are available on the market. Comparing to injection based
vaccines, the oral administered vaccine has many advantages104, including easy
administration, reduced healthcare cost, eliminated needle-stick injuries, reduced
transmission of blood borne diseases such as HIV and hepatitis in developing countries
that don’t have access to disposable needles or sterilization facilities, better stability and
less biohazardous waste generation. Although oral delivery dosage forms possessed the
potential to improve the coverage and accessibility of vaccines, the oral delivered vaccine
needs to survive the harsh stomach environment, overcome the cellular barriers on the
epithelial wall, before it can trigger the immune responses eventually.
By far, no oral vaccine product for IBD and CDI has been marketed. It is not
surprising that no vaccine product for IBD is existing because the exact mechanism for
these diseases is still not clear. A couple of oral vaccines are in clinical evaluation or
under preclinical development for CDI.
CDVAX
Huynh et al. developed a cGMP manufactured B. subtilis spores vaccine
expressing a segment of Toxin A105. After sublingual administration of this vaccine to
hamsters, the colonization of C. diff spores was prevented as confirmed by feces after
vaccination. Anti-toxin A IgG titer in mice was significantly higher than control group as
well. In contrast, the parenteral injected vaccines didn’t prevent the colonization of C.
diff spores which presents a risk of hidden spores in GI tract and then recurrence of C.
diff infection106. A phase I clinical trial was started on early 2017 but terminated 6 months
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later without disclosed explanation107.
1.5.5

Others
Besides proteins, microorganisms, gene therapies and vaccines, there are other

forms of oral administered biologics that has been developed in preclinical or clinical
studies for GI diseases
Phase tail like particles (PTLPs), or bacteriocins against C. difficile was
developed and used as alternative antibacterial agents108,109. PTLPs attached to specific
receptors on the C. difficile surfaces and resulted in disruption of membrane and rapid
cell death, which also didn’t trigger the toxin release upon killing of target bacteria.
Furthermore, human alpha defensin 5 is an enteric antimicrobial peptide and was
approved in vitro for its potential to kill C. difficile cells and especially the hypervirulent
ribotypes110. Tolevamer, an anionic polymer drug, although not considering as a
traditional biological drug, has the capacity to bind C. difficile toxins noncovalently and
transport them out of the body111. Tolevamer, similar to the approved drug Sevelamer
hydrochloride, provides a novel pathway to treat GI diseases with known targets.
1.6

Conclusion and Future direction
The oral administration route for biologics is attractive when systemic absorption

is not required for the treatment. Besides potential better patient compliance and
mitigated injection associated adverse effects, oral administered biologics might allow
lower quality requirement of purified biologics. After parenteral injection of biologics,
the aggregates of biologics including soluble aggregates and insoluble submicron
particles could trigger immunogenicity reactions and induce anti-drug antibody which
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might compromise the treatment efficacy, since those aggregates are exposed to systemic
immune system and have a higher chance to be recognized as foreign matters112. When
biologics are administered orally, the risk of exposing protein aggregates to systemic
immune systems are reduced significantly with the extreme low bioavailability of
biologics. A higher tolerance to aggregates means lower purification burden of biologics
manufacturing and could reduce the drug price significantly since purification consists
one of the main cost of biologics manufacturing113. However, although the patient
compliance could be improved by oral administration, patient adherence might be
challenging if multiple dose is required per day or per week. The whole GI transit time is
in the magnitude of 20-40 hours and is much shorter than the half-life of most parental
injected antibody therapeutics in the magnitude of days.
Most of the traditional delivery system targeting a certain segment of GI utilizes
the polymeric systems. When choosing polymers for fabricating the delivery systems,
either enteric coated capsules and tablets, or microspheres and nanoparticles, the
physiological differences between healthy population and patients must be considered in
terms of pH shift, transit time change or microbiota alteration. Those difference could
potentially lead to failed release of drug at target site. After drug release from the
polymeric system, the enzymatic degradation could also result in drug loss, so the
protease inhibitors are available to be formulated into the final dosage form. Instead of
co-administering protease inhibitors, improving the drug stability in GI lumen is more
promising as it doesn’t alter the activity of endo enzymes, which are extreme important to
the digestive system and defensive system against foreign bacteria or toxins.
Traditional polymeric delivery system for lower GI tract delivery of protein and
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vaccine is a consuming process, which means the protein or vaccine get lost gradually
during encapsulation process, degradation by low pH or enzyme in GI tract or retained in
the delivery system without release. All those lost are accumulative and irreversible,
which might cause the inefficient concentration of treatment at site. However,
microorganism expressing protein therapeutics can colonize in intestine and then
proliferate when the microenvironment is suitable. The multiplied microorganism also
has the capability to express therapeutics so that “compensate” the loss or inactivation of
microorganism before reaching the target site.
This also present challenges to clinical trials as calculating the exact dose of
microorganism at site is very difficult without straightforward way figuring out the exact
amount of active microorganism at target site. The exact amount of microorganism at
target site could be affected by the inactivation of microorganism during manufacturing
process and by harsh conditions in GI tract, and also affected by colonization of
microorganism in different segments of GI tracts and their proliferation capacity in vivo,
which is quite different from in vitro culture conditions. Not only the CFU of
microorganism, but also the expressed proteins define the dose of therapies. Besides, if
the colonization time of a therapeutic microorganism is too long then combination with
protein therapeutics that are fast acting should be considered, otherwise the patients will
be suffering from the symptoms while waiting for the colonization of microorganism. An
alternative strategy is to develop those therapeutic secreting factories into prophylaxis so
that enough concentration of therapeutic proteins is available at the target site
immediately when exotoxins are evading.
Nevertheless, microorganism delivery system is promising due to its potential low
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cost. Theoretically, the cost of the manufacturing yeast or bacteria should be in the same
magnitude with probiotics, although higher quality control of the final product will be
definitely required by the regulation agency. The manufacturing cost of therapeutic
antibodies is $100per gram113, comparing to that of less than $1 per gram for most of
probiotics.
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Chapter 2: A Multiparticulate Delivery System for Potential Colonic Targeting Using Bovine
Serum Albumin as a Model Protein1
2.1

Introduction

Protein therapeutics have gained a larger market share since the 1980’s. Currently, more
than 246 protein or peptide therapeutics are on the market, including 47 monoclonal
antibodies approved by November 10, 2014 114,115. Some of the advantages of protein
therapeutics over small molecules include high specificity, high potency and lower
potential of adverse effects etc. 116. Some of the disadvantages of protein therapeutics
include difficulties in oral delivery, higher cost, instability and immunogenicity 116. Most
of the protein therapeutics are administrated parentally because of the therapeutic
efficacy of proteins might be reduced due to acidic degradation, enzyme digestion and
low permeability through the intestinal epithelial cells in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.
Nevertheless, treatments for intestinal diseases such as Clostridium difficile infection
(CDI), ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s Disease would still benefit from an oral delivery
system that can target proteins and peptides to the colon, and for these conditions
epithelial cell penetration and subsequent absorption may not be required.

1

Adapted from the publication: Jiang, B., Yu, H., Zhang, Y., Feng, H., & Hoag, S.

W. (2017). A Multiparticulate Delivery System for Potential Colonic Targeting Using
Bovine Serum Albumin as a Model Protein. Pharmaceutical research, 1-12.
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Kim et al. studied the in vitro release of BSA from chitosan coated pectin beads
and found that the system released BSA in simulated colonic medium 117. Xing et al.
developed a coated calcium alginate gel beads-entrapped liposome for colon specific
delivery of a bee venom peptide 118. Less than 16% bee venom was released in vitro,
while in vivo a gamma-scintigraphy study confirmed the bee venom release in the colon
at about 4 h after administration in all three volunteers. Zhang, et al. developed a
microbeads system layered with chicken yolk antibodies to target C. difficile toxin A 119.
However, further examination of the structure and biological activity of the released
protein and peptide drugs are necessary to understand the formulation and processing of
these formulations.
For solid dosage forms of protein delivery systems, water must be removed from
the protein. Typically, this is done by spray drying or lyophilization; however, these
methods have some drawbacks. Lyophilization is a long process consuming a lot of
energy and labor, while spray drying suffers from low recovering rate compared to
lyophilization and spray layering (also referred as spray coating in some literature) 120,121.
As an alternative, we are investigating fluid bed processing for manufacturing dosage
forms in which the protein is in the solid state. A multiparticulate delivery system made
via fluid bed processing could be an optimal option of manufacturing protein products
and for colonic delivery in particular. In addition, the multiparticulate delivery system
offers the benefits of an appropriate distribution of drug release, which minimize the dose
dumping compared to other dosage forms like tablet or injection 122,123.
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The process of developing a multiparticulate delivery system involves two steps;
first the spray layering of a protein onto a carrier and second the enteric coating of the
protective polymers to the protein layered beads. Spray layering is a process drying the
active ingredients on the surface of a carrier in a fluid bed. It has been performed in
drying and layering small molecules for decades. Spray layering is the most important
step in creating a multiparticulate delivery system for colon targeting of protein drugs.
Yuh-Fun Maa, et al studied the feasibility of spray layering recombinant human
deoxyribonuclease (rhDNase) using a bench top fluid bed processor and a laboratoryscale spray coater 124,125. Aggregation of rhDNase up to 35.0% was observed in both
processes. The inlet temperature of fluid bed was 75 °C, which was much higher than the
onset of aggregation temperature for rhDnase. These studies implied that aggregation and
denaturation of proteins are the key Critical Quality Attributes (CQA) that need to be
studied.
The goal of this study was to assess the feasibility of a multiparticulate system for
colonic delivery of protein therapeutics. For the early stages of developing a colonic
delivery system, a cost effective and rapid approach is to use well characterized, readily
available and inexpensive protein; especially when the protein of interest is expensive
and only limited quantiles are available. Thus, we investigated how spray layering affects
BSA stability. To the best of our knowledge, there was no study done to characterize
protein conformational change after spray layering and no study done to challenge the
protein layered beads in an accelerated stability study. Enteric coating was also applied to
protein layered beads to protect the protein from degradation in the upper GI tract.
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EUDRAGIT® FS 30 D is a dispersion of copolymers (methyl acrylate, methyl
methacrylate and methacrylic acid) and will degrade at pH above 7.0, which provides the
colonic targeting release of drugs 126-128. We also tested the in vitro release of BSA from
enteric coated beads.
2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1

Materials
D-mannitol beads (355-500 micron, NONPAREIL®-108, Lot no.140204) were

purchased from Freund Corporation (Shinjuku-ku, Japan). Bovine serum albumin
(A9085-25G, Lot no. SLBM9836V, purity >96% by agarose gel electrophoresis) and
HPLC grade water were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (Kollidon® 30, Lot no. G41216PT0) was a gift from BASF
(Tarrytown, NY). EUDRAGIT® FS 30 D (Poly(methyl acrylate-co-methyl methacrylateco-methacrylic acid) 7:3:1, Lot no. B150165002) and PlasACRYLâ T20 (Lot no.
PT150402) were a gift from Evonik (Parsippany, USA).
2.2.2

BSA Spray layering
All sub-coating and spray layering was performed using Bosch Solidlab 1

(Previously known as Huttlin Mycrolab) fluid bed system with a 0.6 mm spray nozzle
size and a 0.3 L bowel. The layering solution atomization pressure was 0.6 bar and the
microclimate air pressure was 0.3 bar. To preheat the beads, the inlet air temperature was
set at 45 oC and kept during the layering process; after 20 min, when the product
temperature reached ~35 oC, spraying was started; this temperature is well below the
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melting temperature (~69 oC) of BSA 129. During the whole layering process, the product
temperature was between 30 oC to 35 oC.
Before spray layering the protein, a 2.5% (w/v) PVP (Kollidon® 30) solution was
sprayed at a rate of 0.74 mL/min onto the D-mannitol beads to achieve a sub-coat with a
1% weight gain. The sub-coating was performed to minimize the attrition of mannitol
beads during the fluid bed process. Then the BSA spray solution was prepared by mixing
BSA (100 mg/mL), PVP 30 (2% w/v) and water in a beaker with a stir bar at very low
speed with no vortex for 10 minutes. This solution was sprayed onto the beads with a
feed rate of 0.74 mL/min for 30 mins and then the spray rate was increased to 1.0
mL/min. The total time of spraying was 2 h, and 5 grams of BSA were spray layered
onto 50 grams of mannitol beads.
2.2.3

Characterization of BSA layered beads

2.2.3.1 Particle size measurement and mass recovery yield
The particle size distribution of BSA layered beads was measured using static
light scattering with a dry powder feeder (Malvern Mastersizer 2000/SCIROCCO 2000).
A refractive index of 1.33 for mannitol was used in the Mastersizer 2000 software with
Mie scattering model. The vibration feeding rate was 50% and the air pressure was 0.2
bar. The sieve analysis was performed using a sonic sifter (ATM Corporation,
Milwaukee). For sieving a 50 g sample was sieved at a tapping amplitude of 80% of full
intensity for 5 minutes, followed by weighing the particles on each sieve. Since the
starting beads ranged from 355 to 500 microns, any layered beads larger than 710
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microns were considered as agglomerates, while any particles smaller than 355 microns
were considered as fines. The layering bead yield was calculated as:
Yield=

&'(( *+ ,-.*/-,-0 1-'0(2&'(( *+ '334*5-,'6-( '70 +87-(
&'(( *+ (:6',6873 ;-'0(<;:= (>,'?-0<@A@ (>,'?-0)

*100%

2.2.3.2 BSA loading, loading efficiency and Insoluble aggregates
The BSA layered beads were dissolved in HPLC grade water by shaking at room
temperature for 30 mins on an orbital shaker; during shaking the test tubes were gently
invert for 10 times at 10 min intervals. The dissolved solution of BSA was measured for
protein concentration at 280 nm using A280 nm1 g/L of 0.667 (from supplier Certificate of
Analysis of BSA) with a DU 800 UV/Vis Spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea,
CA) after equilibrating samples to room temperature, and the solvent absorbance was
subtracted. The solution was then filtered through a Millex®-GP 0.22 µm PES filter
(EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA) and measured for concentration again.
Theoretical drug loading, actual drug loading and loading efficiency were
calculated using the following equations:
Theoretical BSA loading =

Actual BSA loading =

Loading efficiency =

C-83D6 *+ ;:= (>,'?-0
C-83D6 *+ ;:= (>,'?-0<C-83D6 *+ &'7786*4 1-'0(< C-836D *+ @A@

E*7.-76,'68*7 *+ +846,'6-∗A*4G5- *+ +846,'6;-'0( ('5>4- H-83D6

=.6G'4 0,G3 4*'0873
ID-*,-68.'4 0,G3 4*'0873

*100%

*100%

The insoluble aggregates were calculated based on the difference of protein
concentration before and after filtration using the following equation:
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Insoluble aggregates =
E*7.-76,'68*7 *+ ,-.*7(686G6-0 ;:= (*4G68*72E*7.-76,'68*7 *+ +846,'6E*7.-76,'68*7 *+ ,-.*7(686G6-0 ;:= (*4G68*7

*100%

The insoluble aggregates in commercial BSA and reconstituted BSA samples
were compared using student t test.
2.2.3.3 Soluble aggregates determination
The filtrate from the reconstituted BSA solution was diluted to 0.5 mg/mL based
on UV absorbance and analyzed for soluble aggregates using size exclusion
chromatography. A Superose 12 10/300 GL column (Pittsburgh, GE Healthcare) was
coupled with AKTA FPLC system. The column was calibrated with a gel filtration
standard kit (Biorad #1511901, Hercules, CA), containing thyroglobulin, bovine γglobulin, chicken ovalbumin, equine myoglobin, and vitamin B12, which covers the
molecular weight range from 1,350 to 670,000 kDa. A UV detector was used to
quantitate the protein concentration at 280 nm. The raw chromatograph data was
exported to the data analysis software OriginPro 9.0 (OriginLab Corporation,
Northampton, MA) and fitted into a combination of monomer, dimer and trimer of BSA.
2.2.3.4 Secondary structure determination
The secondary structure of reconstituted BSA was measured by a circular
dichroism (CD) spectrometer JASCO J-810 (Easton, USA). The CD spectrum was
collected from 190 nm to 260 nm in a quartz cuvette with 0.05 mm path length. The data
pitch was 1 nm and the bandwidth was 1 nm. The scanning rate used was 100 nm/min.
Three scans were averaged out. The CD spectrum was fitted into secondary structure
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components using DichroWeb 130,131. The algorithm SELCON 3 with reference set 4 was
used for analysis of the spectra from 190 nm to 240 nm.
2.2.3.5 Tertiary structure determination
Derivative-UV spectrum of BSA was used to probe the tertiary structure change.
The UV spectrum of reconstituted BSA was collected from 200 nm to 400 nm (240
nm/min) using DU 800 spectrometer with a wavelength interval of 0.2 nm at room
temperature. Five measurements of the same sample were performed and averaged. The
second derivative of the spectrum was calculated using 30 points filter and third degree
Savitzky Golay polynomial in Origin 9.0 and fitted into cubic functions with a resolution
of 0.02 nm for peak positions. The average and standard deviation of peak positions were
calculated from three biological replicates. Three BSA samples in 0.1 N HCl was also
measured as the negative control.
2.2.3.6 Accelerated stability of BSA layered beads
ICH accelerated stability conditions were used to test the stability of the BSA
layered beads. Beads were stored in the 20 mL scintillation vials (Catalog No. 66022055, VWR International) and purged with nitrogen for 10 seconds before tightly capped.
Those vials were wrapped with aluminum foil and stored at three different conditions, 4
o

C, 25 oC/60% relative humidity (RH) and 40 oC/75% RH. Samples were reconstituted

and analyzed for aggregation, secondary structure and tertiary structure as described
above after 38 days.
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2.2.3.7 Enteric coating of BSA layered beads
The BSA layered beads were coated with an enteric polymer EUDRAGIT® FS
30 D using the same fluid bed system as used for spray layering. PlasACRYL™ T20 was
used as the plasticizer. The coating solution was prepared by mixing EUDRAGIT® FS
30 D with PlasACRYL™ T20 in water for 15 mins followed by a filtration through 500
micron sieve according to vendor’s instruction 132. The solid content of final solution was
20%. The spray nozzle had a diameter of 0.8 mm. The inlet temperature was 35 oC and
the product temperature ranged between 25 oC and 28 oC during the coating process. The
atomization pressure was 0.6 bar and the microclimate air pressure was 0.3 bar. The feed
rate was 0.74 mL/min. Beads were withdrawn from the fluid bed at different time points
during the coating process to retain beads with different coating thickness. The coating
thickness was assessed by weight gain of beads during coating.
2.2.3.8 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) of enteric coated BSA beads
The surface morphology and cross section of BSA layered and enteric coated
beads were visualized with a FEI Quanta 200 Scanning Electron Microscope (Hillsboro,
Oregon) operating under the conditions specified in the images. The cross section was
obtained by cutting the bead using a blade while immobilizing the bead with a tweezer.
Beads and half of beads were mounted to SEM specimen holders with conductive carbon
adhesive tabs (Ted Pella Inc., Redding, CA) and then sputter coated with 10 to 20 nm of
platinum/Palladium in a sputter coater EMS 150T ES (Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Hatfield, PA). The samples were imaged at 2 kV, using secondary electron detector,
working distance of 9.9 mm and probe current at 0.1 nA. The coating thickness of
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enteric layer was measured using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda) 133. The software was
calibrated with the scale in the image and then used to determine the coating thickness
from 3 different spots on each of the 2 samples. Mean and coefficient of variation was
calculated as an indicator of the goodness of the coating.
2.2.3.9 In vitro release of enteric coated BSA beads
The in vitro release of BSA from enteric coated beads was tested using a USP
apparatus 1 with a special 150 mL vessel (Hanson Research, Chatsworth, CA). The
media volume was 100 mL, and three buffers with pH 1.2 (0.1N HCl), 6.8 and 7.4
(phosphate buffer) were used to mimic the conditions of stomach, small intestine and
large intestine, respectively. The dissolution test was performed at 37 oC with a basket
speed of 100 rpm. For the first 2 hours, the basket was kept in 0.1N HCl. Then media was
replaced and the fresh phosphate buffer of pH 6.8 was added. At 4 h time point, this
media was replaced and the fresh phosphate buffer of pH 7.4 was added. The procedure
of changing buffers was done in 2 minutes. The media was sampled every 30 mins and
analyzed for protein concentration using UV-vis spectrometer at 280 nm after
centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 15 mins. The buffer absorbance background was
subtracted from each reading. The sampling volume (500 uL) was compensated in
calculation. The dissolution profile of different coating thickness was compared using f2
similarity factor:
f2 = 50*log {[1 +

J
K

𝑅M − 𝑅MO P ]-0.5 *100
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Rt and R’t are the cumulative percentage released at each of the n time points of
the two tested products.
2.3

Results and Discussion
When developing protein pharmaceuticals, a key aspect of the development

process is to characterize the properties of the protein to be given to the patient. These
properties including but are not limited to aggregation profile, conformation stability and
colloidal stability, which provide the basis for drug product specifications and for the
assessment of potential changes that could affect protein stability. For proteins, there are
many properties that need to be characterized given their complex structure. Thus, in this
study we characterized the critical properties such as aggregation profiles, changes in
secondary and tertiary structures of proteins during the process of developing the
multiparticulate delivery system.
Many stresses including shear stress, heat stress and surface phenomena at the airliquid interface etc. could lead to secondary structure and tertiary structure perturbations
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. Structure change of the protein could lead to further aggregation or long term

stability issues. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a valuable technique for
investigating the secondary structure of proteins 135. The main components of secondary
structures including α-helix, β-helix, turns and random coils show characteristic spectra
in the far UV region of CD spectrum. Deconvolution of the CD spectra based on existing
protein database and algorithm provides the quantitation of the secondary structure
composition of the proteins. Derivative UV-vis spectroscopy was applied to monitor the
tertiary structure of proteins by tracking peak positions of three aromatic amino acids
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tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine 136,137. These aromatic amino acids on the surface
of BSA are sensitive to the local environment change like solvent exposure which
indicates the tertiary structure perturbation of BSA 138. Soluble aggregates of proteins are
commonly analyzed using size exclusion chromatography, which separates the protein
from its soluble aggregates according to sizes. The size of insoluble aggregates ranges
from nanometers to micrometers, requiring different techniques to fully quantitate them.
For the model protein BSA, the structure and degradation under different stresses
have been extensively studied and well characterized 139-146. BSA consists of 583 amino
acids, with a molecular weight of 66.5 kDa 147. The 17 disulfide bridge within BSA gives
it a high propensity to aggregate once BSA unfolds upon external stress and expose the
disulfide bonds to the solvent 148. This fact helps to explain the existence of 10%
aggregation immediately upon reconstitution of commercial lyophilized BSA powder,
which was observed in this study and also in the literature 138,149. Therefore, BSA is a
good model protein to study protein degradation via aggregation during spray layering
and enteric coating. Aggregation is a critical quality attribute for protein drug products.
Protein aggregation can form through multiple pathways or mechanisms, which are not
mutually exclusive. In a specific protein product, aggregation can form through
association of the native monomers, association of the conformational changed or
chemically modified monomers, nucleus controlled aggregation and surface induced
aggregation 150. Under certain conditions, low order aggregation like dimers and
oligomers is reversible in the early stages of aggregation 150,151. However, most of the
aggregation is irreversible. In addition, the soluble aggregates may further form insoluble
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aggregates or particles. Those aggregates might not have the same biological potency as
the monomer, which could comprise the efficacy of drug products 152. Protein related
particles in parental products is easier to be recognized by immune system which holds
the potential for eliciting adverse immunogenicity 153. The size of those particles could
range from 100 nm to a few centimeters, which will require multiple orthogonal
analytical methods to fully characterize them 154. In our case, the multi-particulate system
is designed for oral delivery, which reduces the risk of immunogenicity issues. However,
the protein aggregation in the final dosage form is still likely to affect the product
qualities.
2.3.1

Spray Layering of BSA
The material including the beads, polymer binders and excipients used to spray

layer BSA were chosen during several development batches by optimizing the yield
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.Lactose beads, microcrystalline (MCC) beads and mannitol beads were compared,

after which lactose was dropped since potential Millard reaction with the proteins amine
groups 156. Mannitol beads were chosen for this study. In addition, Talc as a common
anti-tacking agent in fluid bed coating was found to be incompatible with the protein.
In this study, the theoretical BSA loading was 8.81% w/v while the actual BSA
loading was 8.35% w/v, hence the loading efficiency was calculated as 94.8%, which is
higher than the typical recovery rate in spray drying 157,158. As shown in Table 2.1, among
the recovered beads, there were very few agglomerated beads (2.95%), but lots of fines
(10.83%), especially between 300 to 355 microns, which suggested the potential attrition
of beads during the process.
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Table 2. 1. Particle size distribution of BSA layered beads measured by Malvern
Mastersizer 2000
Aperture
Volume %

Volume in%

Status

>850
>710

0.12
2.83

2.95

Agglomerates

>600
>500
>425
>355

12.06
25.85
27.29
21.02

86.22

Monomeric
particles

>300
>250
>212

9.09
1.68
0.06

10.83

Fines

(μm)

Particle size
distribution

Micron

d (0.1)
d (0.5)

351.46
473.841

d (0.9)
Span
0.6

635.858

Note. d (0.1) is the size of which 10% particles is smaller;
Span is the ratio of [d (0.9) - d(0.1)] to d(0.5);

2.3.1.1 Aggregation profile of BSA after spray layering and accelerated stability
As shown in Figure 2.1, the percentage of insoluble aggregates was 0.69% ±
0.07% in reconstituted BSA samples, compared to 0.83% ± 0.15% in commercial BSA,
which didn’t change significantly after spray layering (student t test, n=3, P>0.05). In
addition, the percentage of insoluble aggregates didn’t increase significantly in BSA
layered beads stored at 4°C and 25°C for 38 days. However, when the layered beads were
stored at 40°C for 38 days, the insoluble aggregates increased from 0.69% to 5.54%,
suggesting the BSA beads were not stable at the 40°C condition for 38 days (Figure 2.1).
The size limit of this method to quantitate the insoluble aggregates was 0.22 µm, and
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particles smaller than this limit would pass through the filter; the reported hydrodynamic
size of BSA monomer ranged from 3.3-4.3 nm 159,160.
Figure 2. 1. Insoluble aggregates of BSA in various samples. Beads were
reconstituted in water for measurement.

For soluble aggregates, the size exclusion chromatograph of commercial BSA
freshly reconstituted showed a major monomer peak around 11.2 mL (elution volume),
overlapped with a dimer peak at 10.1 mL and a trimer peak at 9.4 mL (Figure 2.2) based
on the calibration of the SEC column with molecular weight markers. The monomer,
dimer and trimer content of BSA didn't change after mixing with the binder PVP or after
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spray layering, which indicates there was no significant change in the extent of soluble
aggregate formation. However, after storage of the BSA beads under 25°C and 40°C for
38 days, the monomer percentage decreased from 86.7% to 76.4% and 50.83%,
respectively, while the high molecular weight species including dimer and trimers
increased from 13.3% to 23.6% and 49.2%, respectively (Figure 2.3). No fragmentation
of BSA was seen in any samples. This data correlated with the insoluble aggregates
increase we seen after storage at 40°C. Soluble aggregates may form insoluble aggregates
given enough time under stressed conditions 150.

Figure 2. 2. Size-exclusion chromatograms (detection at 280 nm) of commercial BSA
dissolved in water, BSA mixed with PVP30 in the spray solution, reconstituted BSA
right after spray layering.
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Figure 2. 3. Size-exclusion chromatograms of reconstituted samples from BSA beads
stored at 4 oC, 25 oC/60% RH and 40 oC/75% RH for 38 days.

2.3.1.2 Secondary Structure of BSA
The far UV-CD spectrum of BSA was measured to study secondary structure
changes. As shown in Figure 2.4, both the spectra of commercial BSA and that in the
reconstituted solution showed one positive band around 190 nm and two negative bands
around 208 nm and 222 nm, which indicates the predominantly α–helix structure of BSA.
Further deconvolution of CD spectrum using Dichroweb revealed that commercial and
reconstituted BSA samples contained 57%-61% α–helix structure, which corresponds
with known literature values 138,161. The degradation or aggregation of protein could
cause intensity change of CD spectrum or peak position shift 162. In a forced degradation
study of BSA by Estey et al., BSA incubated in acidic media showed a loss of 13.7% α–
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helix structure 138. In another study, BSA was gradually heated up and it was found that
half of the helicity was lost at 80°C and only 16% helicity was maintained at 130°C 163.
As shown in Table 2.2, further deconvolution revealed no significant helicity loss of BSA
in spray solution or after spray layering. It’s not surprising to find that BSA maintained
its secondary structure after spray layering, as the temperature of BSA on the surface of
beads was lower than the product temperature which was controlled under 35°C during
the process due to evaporative cooling.

Figure 2. 4. Circular dichroism spectra of commercial BSA in water, BSA mixed
with PVP30 in spray solution and BSA reconstituted right after spray layering.
MRE stands for Mean Residue Ellipticity.
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Table 2. 2. Deconvolution Results of Far UV-CD of BSA in various samples (n=3)
Helix
Commercial BSA
BSA in spray
solution
BSA beads

60.3% ±
0.1%
57.8% ±
1.8%
57.9% ±
1.6%

Strand
5.8% ± 0.3%
6.8% ± 0.8%
7.1% ± 0.5%

Turn
10.8% ±
0.2%
11.9% ±
0.7%
12.0% ±
0.7%

Unordered
23.4% ± 0.5%
24.3% ± 0.6%
23.2% ± 0.2%

Note. The CD spectra were deconvoluted using Dichroweb. The results represent
Mean ± SD.

After 38 days of storage at 40°C, as shown in Figure 2.5, α-helix structure
decreased while β-strand and unordered structure increased. During this time, BSA kept
its secondary structure when stored at 4°C and 25°C while the secondary structure
changed significantly when stored at 40oC. When we consider 40°C as an accelerated
condition for room temperature storage, this data indicates that the spray layered BSA
beads were stable at room temperature for at least one month but may not be stable when
stored for a long term. A lower storage temperature like 2-8°C, or further optimization of
the formulation, like adding additional excipients to stabilize the protein might give better
storage stability of BSA beads.
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Figure 2. 5. Secondary structure components of BSA right after spray layering and
after 38 days storage at 4 oC, 25 oC/60% RH and 40 oC/75% RH.

2.3.1.3 Tertiary Structure of BSA
Derivative-UV spectrum of BSA was measured and calculated to probe the
tertiary structure change. As shown in Figure 2.6, the peaks around 277 nm and 284 nm
were assigned to tyrosine and the combination of tyrosine and tryptophan, respectively
164

. The position shift of these two peaks was believed to be sensitive to the micro-

environment change of tyrosine and tryptophan 164,165. As shown in Figure 2.6, the
spectra of commercial BSA, BSA in spray solution and BSA in the layered beads, were
nearly superimposable, detailed interpolation of the spectra revealed minor shift of the
peak position from 277.08 nm to 277.32 nm, from 284.10 to 284.26 nm after spray
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layering. Although the blue shift was significant as shown by student t test, the shift was
only 0.23 nm and 0.16 nm, and it’s probably from the matrix effect that PVP decreased
the solvent accessibility of BSA in solution. The acidic denatured BSA in 0.1N HCl was
also shown in the graph as a negative control, which showed a large blue shift of both the
peaks. Additionally, a third peak around 290 nm detected and was likely attributed to
tryptophan 138. After 38 days storage stability study, there was no peak around 290 nm
detected in the 2nd spectra of reconstituted BSA from 4 ⁰ C beads, 25 ⁰ C and 40 ⁰ C
(Figure 2.7). A slight blue shift of two peaks was detected in the storage samples (Table
2.3) implying minimal tertiary structure differences. Since a significant increase in
aggregation was observed in SEC profiles, we hypothesize that part of the aggregation
was formed through inter-molecular interaction, without perturbing the 3rd structure.

Figure 2. 6. Secondary derivative UV-vis spectra of commercial BSA, BSA mixed
with PVP30 in spray solution and reconstituted BSA right after spray layering.
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Figure 2. 7. Secondary derivative UV-vis spectra of BSA right after spray layering
and after 38 days storage at 4 oC, 25 oC/60% RH and 40 oC/75% RH.

Table 2. 3. Second derivative UV-vis spectra peak positions of BSA samples (n=3)
Peak 1

SD

Peak 2

SD

Peak 3

SD

Commercial BSA

277.08

0.01

284.10

0.00

NA

NA

BSA beads

277.32

0.01

284.26

0.03

NA

NA

BSA beads 4⁰ C 38 d

277.25

0.01

284.26

0.02

NA

NA

BSA beads 25⁰ C 38
d

277.24

0.01

284.24

0.00

NA

NA

BSA beads 40⁰ C 38
d

277.21

0.01

284.20

0.00

NA

NA

BSA+0.1N HCl

275.49

0.02

283.14

0.05

290.19

0.02
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2.3.2

Enteric coating of BSA layered beads
The enteric coating of BSA layered beads was done with a commercially

available coating system Eudragitâ FS30D. The enteric coating is usually done at a
relatively low temperature, for instance, the product temperature recommended for
spraying aqueous dispersion of Eudragitâ FS30D is 25 ºC to 30 ºC, which is below the
first melting transition temperature of most therapeutic antibodies 166. In this study, the
product temperature for spray coating was about 25-30 ºC while the inlet temperature was
about 35 ºC, which was still much below the onset of unfolding temperature of BSA.
Considering the evaporative cooling effects, the real temperature of BSA in the droplets
was even lower than the product temperature during the process. Thus, we didn't expect
protein structure change or activity loss during the 2 hour enteric coating process. The
characterization of BSA after enteric coating herein was minimized. The emphasis was
on the in vitro release of BSA from the enteric coated beads.
The colonic delivery of drugs is complicated due to the variable pH profiles and
enzymatic environment in our GI tracts, it could be even more difficult for patients
suffering from inflammatory diseases. Since most of CDI patients suffering from
diarrhea, the GI transit time shortens dramatically from that of healthy human beings.
Thus, the idea of adding sustained release feature to the delivery system could leads to
little release of drug in the colon and limits the local drug concentration below the
therapeutic window. However, we have to admit that the pH in the lower part of small
intestine, especially in ileum could raise higher than 7.0 in some patients resulting in
early release of drugs 167,168.
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2.3.2.1 SEM imaging of enteric coated BSA beads
As shown in Figure 2.8A, the BSA layer showed some surface flaws such as pits
and cracks. The 10% enteric coated BSA beads still had few of those pits and cracks
(Figure 2.8 C and D), and the coating thickness was determined to be 1.8 ± 1.5 µm (Table
2.4) with a Coefficient of Variation (CV) of 84.5%, which implied the insufficient
coating thickness and heterogeneous coating. These flaws probably can account for the
fast release of BSA from the beads in acidic media. When coating level increased to 15%,
no cracks on the surface were observed and the surface became smoother (Figure 2.8 E).
The coating thickness increased to 5.7 ± 3.5 µm, while the CV improved to 61.2%. For
20% and 30% enteric coated BSA beads, the coating thickness increased to 13.0 ± 2.2 µm
and 18.8 ± 1.9 µm respectively, while the CV improved to 17.1% and 10.4% respectively
(Table 2.4), which suggested a thicker and more homogenous coating compared to 10%
and 15% coating. The surface was smooth with no cracks or pits for 20% and 30%
enteric coated BSA beads. From the SEM data we can conclude that with the increase of
coating level, the coating thickness increase correspondingly, and the coating
homogeneity improved at the same time.
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Figure 2. 8. Scanning Electron Microscope of enteric coated BSA beads. Figures 5A,
C, E, G, I (magnitude 500x) on the left are the surface morphology of BSA layered
beads, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 30% enteric coated BSA beads. Figures 5B, D, F, H and
J on the right are the cross sections of beads on the left (magnitude 2000x).
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Figure 2. 8. Continued
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Table 2. 4. Thickness of enteric coating on BSA beads determined from SEM images
(n=8)
Thickness

Mean (µm) SD (µm)

CV

10% enteric coated BSA beads

1.8

1.5

84.5%

15% enteric coated BSA beads

5.7

3.5

61.2%

20% enteric coated BSA beads

13.0

2.2

17.1%

30% enteric coated BSA beads

18.8

1.9

10.4%

2.3.2.2 In vitro release of BSA from enteric coated beads
Ashford and Fell found that the pH of human GI tract increases from 1-2.5 (n=10)
in the stomach to 7.49 (n=58) in the ileum, drops to 6.37 (n=66) in the ascending colon
and increase to 7.04 (n=50) in the descending colon 168. According to USP, simulated
gastric fluid (SGF) is 0.1 N HCl with a pH of 1.2 ± 0.05. Since the pH in intestine varies
a lot among subjects, and may also be affected by the state of fasting or disease states,
there is no “golden standard” for simulated intestinal fluid or simulated colonic fluid. In
this study, we chose phosphate buffer with a pH of 6.8 and 7.4 to simulate the intestinal
and colonic fluid, respectively 169-171. The gastric volume ranges from around 100 mL to
more than 1000 mL due its variability, while the intestinal volume is approximately or
lower than 100 mL most of the time 56,172,173. The main point of this study is to show the
protein release in the intestine especially in the colon, so the media to simulate the GI
fluid was chose as 100 mL buffer in a mini dissolution vessel.
As shown in Figure 2.9, BSA beads coated with 10% Eudragit FSâ 30D released
completely by 30 mins in acidic media, which correlated with the observation of SEM
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images that the enteric film formed was not intact at 10% coating level. When the coating
thick increased to 15%, it showed partial protection against drug release as 7.9% of BSA
release by 2 hours, and more than 87.5% of BSA released by 4 hours. This might due to
the heterogeneity of film thickness on different beads. The weight gain of 20% and 30%
coating showed complete protection for BSA, since no BSA released in simulated gastric
fluid and simulated small intestine fluid. There was no significant difference of BSA
release in 20% and 30% weight gain beads based on an f2 score of 18.

Figure 2.9. In vitro release of BSA from the multiparticulate delivery system with
variable coating thickness. From 0-2 hour, the beads were in 0.1N HCl with a pH of
1.2, from 2-4 hour, the beads were in phosphate buffer pH 6.8, and from 4-6 hour,
the beads were in phosphate buffer pH 7.4.

The dissolution media didn’t include the GI tract enzymes such as pepsin, trypsin,
chymotrypsin, elastase, etc., which are responsible for the instability of protein and
peptide drugs in the GI lumen 174. It was found that larger peptides/proteins were less
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stable compared to smaller peptides/proteins in SGF containing pepsin 175. However,
since the Eudragit FS® 30D copolymer is unionized in gastric pH, the chance of BSA or
other layered therapeutic proteins being cleaved by pepsin is low as long as they are
enteric coated. The intestine is the place where most protein and peptide drugs are
degraded. Yadav et al. found that Infliximab, an anti-TNF alpha monoclonal antibody
(mAb) rapidly degraded in human intestinal fluid (HIF), and it was hypothesized that
pancreatic proteases cleavage in hinge region leading to the fragmentation of Infliximab
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. It is possible for pH dependent release system to start releasing proteins early in the

intestine, since the pH could rise above seven in middle and distal small intestine 167,
which could expose the proteins to the pancreatic enzyme digestion. Yadav et al. also
found several mAbs were more stable in the human colonic conditions. Despite the lower
protease levels in colon and higher protein stability in the colon lumen 176, various
protease inhibitors were proposed to be combined into the formulation to inactivate the
specific enzymes177,178. It would be interesting to conduct further studies on the
compatibility of therapeutic proteins with protease inhibitors in the dosage forms.
2.4

Conclusions
Spray layering of BSA followed by enteric coating showed the potential for in

vitro colonic delivery of BSA. BSA as a model protein in this study preserved its
structure immediately after spray layering, but formed significant aggregation after a 38
days accelerated stability study. Further formulation of the spray solution is required to
optimize the storage stability of BSA at room temperature by adding stabilizing
excipients. Colonic delivery systems for proteins have a high risk of failure because of
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the complicated pH profile, enzyme environment in GI tract and variability between
individuals, which emphasizes the importance of combining the beads with different
release profile and in vivo evaluation of the colonic delivery system. In this work we
showed that by coating BSA layered beads with enteric polymers to different weight
gains, we were able to achieve various release profiles of BSA from the beads. The
development of this multi-particulate system with an active therapeutic protein and in
vivo release in animal models is currently under investigation in our group.
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Chapter 3: Spray layering of human immunoglobulin G: optimization of formulation and
process parameters.
3.1 Introduction
Eight out of ten best selling drugs in 2016 were biologics, including proteins,
peptides and vaccines179; consequently, biologics are a growing area of drug research
and development, due to its high potency, high specificity, efficacy and difficulty to
develop biosimilars. However, a key problem with biologics is that they are inherently
unstable, which require advanced formulation development and sometimes cold chain
distribution. To improve stability, a lot of biologic products are formulated into solid
dosage forms since the protein molecules are less flexible in solid state and a two or three
years shelf life can be achievable. Formulating biologics into solid dosage forms not only
improves the storage stability but is also required for non-parenteral administration of
biologics including oral, nasal and transdermal delivery, etc. Depends on the
administration route, the form of solid dosage could be reconstitution powders for
parental administration, or various forms of particulate delivery systems for nasal, oral
and other non-parental delivery. However, the manufacturing process of dried solid state
formulation of biologics can be challenging since the drying process expose the biologics
to many stresses including thermal stress, interfacial stress and shear stress, etc., therefore
the drying process by itself could lead to immediate degradation or long term storage
stability issue of biologics120. Nevertheless, those stability concerns during manufacturing
solid state dosage forms could be mitigated by formulation or process optimization.
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Among currently available techniques to produce solid state biologics, freezedrying is the most widely used method in industry. Biologics are first frozen below the
glass transition temperature (Tg’), followed by primary and secondary drying to reduce
the moisture content to less than 1%180. In some cases, annealing step is required to
achieve better cake structure. Lyoprotectants are usually included in formulation to
minimize aggregation and to preserve protein activity. Spray drying has also been studied
extensively. During a spray drying process, the biologics liquids are atomized by hot gas
through a nozzle into a preheated chamber, in which the solvents will be evaporated
rapidly and only the solids of biologics are collected. Although the temperature of hot gas
could rise to above 100 ⁰ C, the actual surface temperature of biologics particle is much
lower than that due to the evaporative cooling effects. Also the drying time of liquid
droplet is in milliseconds scale which minimized the contact time between biologics with
hot gas181. Particle engineering can also be achieved using spray drying technique and
could benefit the reconstitution time for injection in pharmacy or hospitals. Spray drying
were also proposed as an intermediate process for transportation of biologics, since over
90% weight of drug substance or drug products that being carried from one
manufacturing site to another are water182. Spray drying has many advantages over
conventional freeze drying, such as shorter process time, better scalability and the ability
to adapt continuous manufacturing. Other drying methods are also adopted into
pharmaceutical manufacturing, like vacuum drying, microwave drying and super critical
fluid drying. In addition, hybrid drying combining different techniques is becoming more
common. The scale up of those drying process need special equipment and expertise.
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Spray layering is another choice for protein drying or fabricating the particle
delivery system (Figure 3.1). During spray layering process, the protein is formulated
with or without binder in the spray solution. The spray solution is then atomized by
compressed air or inert gas through a two-fluid nozzle, into a fluid bed with beads
circulating in a hot gas. The beads could be nonpareil pellets like microcrystalline
cellulose (MCC), mannitol and lactose etc. However, reducing sugars like lactose may
undergo the Millard reaction with amine groups of proteins during long term storage.
Maa et al. conducted the feasibility study using bench top fluid bed to spray layer protein
powders to create oral controlled released system124. Also, Maa et al proposed using
spray coated protein powders to coat microneedle for non-parental delivery system183.
Concerns remained about the stability of biologics during the process. About 8% -18%
soluble aggregates was observed for spray layered rhDNase. It was found that rhDNase
aggregation was thermal induced and by incorporating a thermal stabilizer calcium to the
formulation the soluble aggregates were minimized to 1.2%, while the bioactivity was
improved from 41% to 97%. In a following up study, Maa et al observed the effects of
instrument type on the protein quality and particle agglomeration125. Thermal
denaturation of rhDNase was also found to occur in the early stage of drying instead of
the atomization step. Ann Debunne applied fluid bed layering and granulation technique
to prepare the solid-state dosage forms of single domain antibodies184. The process yield
was above 90%, with a water content from 0.54% to 1.40%. The antibody maintained its
stability after the layering process with a slight increase of aggregation from 0.25% to
1.10%. In our previous work, we tested the feasibility of creating a colonic delivery
system for biologics using spray layering of bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the model
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protein68.

Figure 3. 1. Potential applications of spray layering techniques on biologics

The BSA structure was maintained after spray layering, as assessed by
aggregation analysis, secondary and tertiary structure measurement. BSA served well as a
model protein for biophysical characterization; however, as a therapeutic protein,
immunoglobulin G (IgG) is much more widely used in clinics for infectious diseases,
oncology and autoimmune diseases etc. In addition, there are fundamental differences
between the physical and chemical properties of BSA and IgG, and IgG has specifying
binding sites which makes the bioactivity assessment using Enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) possible comparing to BSA. The goal of this work is to
understand the effects of formulation and process parameters on particle quality and
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stability of spray layered IgG. We would like to show by rational design of formulation
and process parameters, spray layer of antibody therapeutics can be done successfully
without compromising the product quality and without modification of existing fluid bed
instruments.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1

Materials
Human immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Catalog no. 340-21-100) was purchased from

Lee Bio-solutions (Maryland Heights, MO, USA). Mannitol beads Nonpareil-108Ò
(Freund Corporation, Japan) was sieved and only the fraction between 355-500 micron
was used. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (KollidonÒ K30, BASF, Tarrytown, NY, USA)
was a gift from BASF. Trehalose (Lot No. 10705) was a gift from Asahi Kasei Chemical
Corpration (Tokyo, Japan). Ultrapure sucrose (Catalog No. AB01900-01000) was
purchased from AmericanBio. Inc (Boston, MA, USA). Arginine hydrochloride (Reagent
grade, catalog No. A5006-100G) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). For the ELISA assay, Goat anti-human lambda antibody (Catalog No. 2070-01, lot
No. D5113-Q346) and goat anti-human kappa antibody (Catalog No. 2060-01, lot No.
K3114-PF06) were purchased from Southern Biotech (Birmingham, AL, USA). Goat
anti-human gamma antibody (HRP conjugated, Catalog no. A18817) was purchased from
Thermo Fisher Scientific.
3.2.2

Spray Layering of IgG formulations
During this study, the formulation and process effects on spray layering of IgG

was evaluated separately. The quality of spray layered IgG was assessed based on bead
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quality and antibody stability. The beads quality included process yield and particle size
distribution. The antibody quality assessment included protein recovery, turbidity,
monomer percentage and binding activity.
3.1.1.1 Formulation screen studies
The IgG solutions were spray layered in a Bosch SolidLab 1 (Minneapolis, MN)
bench top fluid bed system. To minimize the attrition of mannitol beads during layering,
a sub-coat of PVP 30 (2.5% w/v) was applied to mannitol beads with 1% weight gain.
The sub-coated mannitol beads were then spray layered with an IgG formulation. The
IgG spray solution was prepared by dispersing human IgG powder into deionized (DI)
water (MilliQâ, MA, USA) to achieve a concentration of 10 mg/mL. The IgG
formulation containing PVP, trehalose, sucrose or arginine hydrochloride was prepared
by dispersing IgG powders into an excipient solution to achieve a protein concentration
of 10 mg/mL. The concentration of trehalose, sucrose or arginine hydrochloride added
was also 10 mg/mL while the PVP concentration is 25 mg/ml; the formulations prepared
are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3. 1. The spray layering formulations of IgG that were studied. The solvent for
all formulation was deionized water.
Formulation

IgG concentration

Excipient (Conc.)

No.

(mg/mL)

F1

10

No excipients

F2

10

PVP (25)

F3

10

PVP (25) + Trehalose (10)

F4

10

PVP (25) + Sucrose (10)

F5

10

PVP (25) + Arginine HCl (10)

(mg/mL)
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Note. The total volume of solution was prepared as 30 mL.
Due to the high cost of IgG, the total weight gain of IgG for each batch was 0.6%. In this
set of experiments, the process parameters were initially selected (Table 2) based on our
previous work68,185. The IgG particles were further dried for 10 mins, see Table 3.2 for
conditions in the fluid bed after spray layering, before collected for further analysis.
Table 3. 2. Process parameters of fluid bed during sub-coating and IgG layering for
the formulation screening studies.
The sub-coating parameter was the same in process DOE studies as listed here.
Process parameters

Sub-

IgG

Drying

coating

layering

Atomization pressure (bar)

0.6

0.6

N/A

Nozzle size (mm)

0.6

0.6

N/A

Feed rate (mL/min)

0.74

0.74

N/A

Inlet temperature (°C)

35

45

45

Air flow (m3/h)

10

10

10

3.1.1.2 Experimental design for process effects on beads and IgG quality
In this set of experiments, the formulation containing PVP and trehalose was
chosen for the Design of Experiments (DOE) studies, which will be justified in the
discussion section. Process factors included atomization pressure, feed rate of protein
solution, inlet air temperature and air flow rate were studied for their effects on the
quality of layered beads and IgG (Table 3.3).
A sub-coating was applied according to parameters listed in Table 3.2. The DOE
study was designed as a 24 full factorial design with three replicated center points (Table
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3.4). The design was randomized with Minitab 16 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA)
and the design matrix was presented in Figure 3.2.
Table 3. 3. Factor settings for DOE studies and responses evaluated
Process parameters

Low

Middle High

Atomization pressure

0.4

0.6

0.8

(bar)

Response evaluated
Beads
quality

Protein quality

Feed rate (mL/min)

0.6

0.8

1.0

Inlet temperature (°C)

45

55

65

Protein recovery,

Air flow (m3/h)

8

10

12

Turbidity,
Yield,

Monomer
percentage, Binding
activity

Figure 3. 2. DOE design of process effects on spray layering of IgG. The numbers in
the corners and center of cube are the running order of each experiment.
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3.2.3

Physical properties of spray layered IgG beads
The IgG layered beads were sieved to obtain a sieve cut (355-710 µm) to

quantitate the process yield and size distribution as described in the following sections
and then reconstituted in DI water for determination of protein recovery, turbidity, IgG
monomer and in vitro antigen binding activity.
To assess the physical quality of the beads the yield and particle size of the beads will be
measured. To determine the yield, a sieve analysis was performed on the recovered spray
layered IgG beads using a Sonic Sifter® (ATM Corporation, Milwaukee, WI). About 50 g
samples was loaded at a tapping amplitude of 80% for 5 minutes, following by weighing
the particles on each sieve. The starting mannitol beads were 355 to 500 microns, only
particles between 355 and 710 microns were considered as single particle (no twining),
with particles larger than 710 microns considered as agglomerates and particles smaller
than 355 microns as fines.
The yield of spray layering defined by total mass recovery was calculated using Equation
(1):
Yield=

&'(( *+ ( ,-.*/-,-0 1-'0(2=334*5-,'6-( 2 Q87-()
&'(( *+ (:6',6873 >',68.4-(<R3S (>,'?-0<@A@ (>,'?-0<*6D-, -T.8>8-76()

*100%

Equation (1)
Fractions between 355 to 710 microns were further analyzed for size distribution using
Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Columbia, MD), a light scattering particle
size analyzer equipped with a dry powder feeder (SCIROCCO 2000). Mie Scattering
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Table 3. 4. DOE studies layout (randomized) and experimental results.
Protein
IT
AF
Run AP
FR
Recovery
Monomer
Binding
3
order (bar) (mL/min) (°C) (m /h) Yield(%)
(%) Turbidity percentage (%) activity (%)
1

0.4

1

45

8

94.8

99.3

0.05

87.2

85.4

2

0.4

1

65

8

81.2

98.0

0.03

87.2

117.3

3*

0.6

0.8

55

10

95.5

89.7

0.04

85.9

113.4

4

0.8

0.6

45

8

91.3

91.1

0.04

86.8

95.3

5

0.4

0.6

45

8

62.2

86.9

0.05

86.3

107.1

6

0.4

0.6

65

12

95.0

91.5

0.05

82.6

118.2

7

0.8

0.6

45

12

95.6

102.6

0.02

85.1

98.3

8

0.4

0.6

65

8

96.1

102.7

0.02

85.9

134.7

9*

0.6

0.8

55

10

96.9

98.4

0.01

86.1

128.3

10

0.4

1

45

12

86.6

99.9

0.03

86.0

108.0

11

0.4

0.6

45

12

93.1

95.2

0.02

84.9

127.5

12

0.8

0.6

65

12

95.5

98.1

0.01

83.7

111.5

13

0.8

1

45

12

96.2

91.3

0.04

85.1

106.5

14

0.8

1

65

8

97.0

101.0

0.03

86.7

132.7

15

0.8

1

65

12

95.9

91.7

0.03

84.9

118.1

16

0.8

1

45

8

76.7

84.7

0.02

87.1

117.7

17

0.8

0.6

65

8

95.9

98.2

0.03

86.6

140.1

18

0.4

1

65

12

86.4

96.0

0.05

84.3

117.3

19*

0.6

0.8

55

10

96.8

101.8

0.03

86.3

98.0

Note: Runs 3, 9, 19 are center points.
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so as d (0.1) and d (0.9). Span was calculated as:
Span= [d (0.9) - d (0.1)]/d (0.5)

Equation (2)

while d (0.5) is the median size of the particles, span measures the broadness of the
distribution.
3.1.2

Protein recovery and turbidity of reconstituted IgG
Spray layered IgG particles (1 gram) were reconstituted in 10 mL of DI water on

an orbital shaker for 20 mins. The concentration of reconstituted IgG was measured using
a DU 800 UV-vis spectrometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) at 280 nm with a
A280 nm1 g/L of 1.10 (predetermined from a standard curve). Water or appropriate buffer
solution was subtracted to correct the spectrum. Disposable microcuvette (Brandtech
Scientific Inc., Essex, C) with 1 cm path length was used. The protein recovery was
calculated using equation (3):
Protein recovery =

E*7.-76,'68*7 *+ ,-.*7(686G-0 R3S ∗ A*4G5- *+ ,-(*7(686G-0 R3S ('5>4-(
C-83D6 *+ R3S (>,'? 4'?-,-0

The reconstituted IgG solution was then diluted to 0.5 mg/mL and measured for turbidity
at 350 nm 186. The turbidity measured was unitless.
3.2.4

Monomer percentage analysis of IgG using size exclusion chromatography
Reconstituted IgG was diluted to 0.5 mg/mL and filtered using a Millex®-GP

0.22 µm PES filter (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The percentage of monomers
in reconstituted IgG was measured using size exclusion chromatography (SEC).
A Superose 12 10/300 GL column (Pittsburgh, GE Healthcare) was coupled with
AKTA FPLC system. The column was calibrated with a gel filtration standard kit (Biorad
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#1511901, Hercules, CA, USA), containing thyroglobulin, bovine γ-globulin, chicken
ovalbumin, equine myoglobin, and vitamin B12, which covers the molecular weight
range from 1,350 to 670,000 Da. A UV detector was used to quantitate the protein
concentration at 280 nm. The raw chromatograph data were exported to the data analysis
software OriginPro 9.0 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) and fitted into
a combination of monomer, dimer and trimer of BSA.
3.2.5

IgG Antigen Binding Activity assay using ELISA
The in vitro binding activity of IgG was measured using an enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA). A 96 plate (Corning product no. 9017, Tewksbury, MA,
USA) was coated with 0.5 µg/mL of both anti-kappa and anti-lambda antibody overnight
at 4 °C. The plate was blocked with 5% (w/v) blotting grade non-fat milk for 1 hour and
then washed using tris-buffered saline (TBS) containing Tween 20 (TBST). The samples
containing IgG was serial diluted and added to the plate and incubated at room
temperature for 1 hour followed by washing with TBST buffer. The horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) conjugated anti-human IgG antibody was added as the secondary
antibody and incubated for 1 hour. The plate was then washed, and substrates were
added. The reaction was stopped after 15 mins with 1N sulfuric acid. The plate was read
using a microplate reader Cytation 3 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode Reader at 450 nm. A
standard curve was build using the pure IgG for the range of 1 mg/mL to 1 ng/mL. The
Four Parameter Logistics Regression (4PL) was used to fit the standard curve and to
interpolate the unknown samples.
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3.2.6

Statistical analysis
The design and data analysis of the 24 full factorial experiments was performed

using Minitab 16 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA). Total 3 center points was
executed to examine the reproducibility of experiments and linearity of the model. Four
factors including atomization pressure (AP), feed rate (FR), inlet temperature (IT) and air
flow (AF) were investigated for their effects on physical properties of the spray layered
IgG particles, such as yield, d (0.5) and span. Other responses on IgG properties were
also evaluated as protein recovery, turbidity, monomer percentage and in vitro binding
activity. The factor range was chosen based on the previous experience with this fluid
bed system, to select maximum ranges that still allowing the batches to be finished68.
3.3

Results and Discussion
For this study of the spray layering process, protein stability is the main focus of

the formulation and process optimization. Spray drying, is a similar technique to spray
layering, could offer insights on preserving the stability of biologics during spray
layering. Mumenthaler et al. spray dried recombinant human growth-hormone (hGH) and
observed 25% of protein degradation due to atomization of hGH, which could be
minimized by adding 0.1% (w/v) polysorbate 20 to the hGH formulation158. In contrast,
tissue-type plasminogen activator (t-PA) remained intact through spray drying process in
the same study. Mumenthaler’s study showed that certain proteins like hGH that was
susceptible to liquid-air interface was likely form insoluble or soluble aggregates
following atomization. Surfactants in the formulation could replace the protein molecule
at the liquid air interface to reduce the surface denaturation. In another study, Bowen et
al. successfully spray dried monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) using a bench top spray
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drier157. The ratio of trehalose to mAb was found to significantly affecting the accelerated
stability of the spray dried mAbs157. Increasing the trehalose to mAb ratio from 0.5 to 2
improved the physical stability in accelerated conditions for up to 3 months, while the
process yield was compromised from 95% to 65% at 100 mg/ml of solid concentration.
Balancing the process yield and protein quality will assure a specific drying process to be
economical as well as acceptable for product quality. These two studies implied that both
formulation screening like adding stabilizers or surfactants and process optimization like
tuning atomization pressure could improve the feasibility of spray drying as a drying
process for protein products. Moreover, since spray layered protein could suffer from
similar degradation pathway, the knowledge generated from spray drying could be
utilized to improve the quality of spray layered proteins with an acceptable particle
quality.
3.3.1

Formulation screening study
Five formulations were evaluated for their effects on spray layered particle quality

and IgG quality. PVP was selected since it was widely used in spray layering as the
polymer binder187,188. Trehalose and sucrose were reported as protein stabilizer for both
the liquid and solid state180,189. Arginine is a well-known protein stabilizer via
solubilizing effect189. The evaluation of spray layered IgG formulation was divided into
two parts. First, the particle characteristics were assessed by yield (a sieve cut from 710
µm to 355 µm with particles great than 710 µm being agglomerates and less than 355 µm
being fines) and particle size distribution; second, protein stability was measured by total
protein recovery measured at 280 nm, turbidity measured at 350 nm, and soluble
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aggregates of IgG measured via SEC. For the five formulations studied, the process yield
varied between 94% to 97% and the size distribution didn’t have a significant difference
(data not shown).
Using UV-vis spectroscopy, the reconstituted protein was first measured for
turbidity at 350 nm and then the filtrate was measured for protein concentration at 280
nm. The protein recovery was calculated from the protein concentration in the
reconstituted solution. The IgG spray layered in pure water lost about 22% of protein
(Figure 3.3). The addition of 2.5% w/v PVP to the spray solution improved the protein
recovery of reconstituted protein to 94.9 ± 4.4% (p < 0.05, n=3), and adding 1% w/v
trehalose, sucrose or arginine at 1:1 ratio to IgG to the 2.5% PVP layering solution
further improved the recovery to 101.8 ± 0.7% (p < 0.05), 102.6 ± 0.6% (p < 0.05) and
103.6 ± 1.0% (p < 0.05). Not only the protein recovery increased from formulation
containing PVP to PVP plus sugars or amino acid, but also the variation of protein
recovery decreased. The loss of 22% protein is not acceptable for developing a successful
spray layering product, especially for expensive antibody products. A possible
explanation for this significant amount of protein loss
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Figure 3. 3. Protein recovery of reconstituted IgG after spray layering in different
formulations (n=3)

might be that IgG by itself was not an efficient binder, which doesn’t promote IgG
adhesion to mannitol surface. In contrast, PVP is a widely used polymeric binder in fluid
bed coating and granulation due to its adhesive and hygroscopic properties190. With the
capacity of PVP in improving the layering and adhesion to the cores, it was not surprising
to observe the improved protein recovery in spray layered IgG with PVP in the
formulation. The further improvement of protein recovery with the addition of trehalose,
sucrose and arginine could be attributed to the suppression of protein aggregation by
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these excipients180,191, which was supported by the decreased turbidity shown in Figure
3.4.

Figure 3. 4. Turbidity of reconstituted IgG after spray layering in different
formulations (n=3)

The turbidity of reconstituted IgG solutions was measured using UV-vis
spectroscopy at 350 nm as an indicator of insoluble protein aggregates186,191. Shown in
Figure 3.4, without PVP in the formulation, spray layered IgG showed significant higher
turbidity than the other four formulations containing PVP, which suggested fewer
insoluble aggregates of IgG formed when PVP was present in the formulation during the
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spray layering process. This observation supported the use of PVP as a polymer binder.
Adding trehalose (p < 0.05, n=3) and sucrose (p < 0.05, n=3) to the PVP further
decreased the turbidity of reconstituted IgG comparing to the formulation only containing
PVP. Both trehalose and sucrose are known thermal stabilizers for protein therapeutics,
hence the decreased turbidity in reconstituted IgG.
The formation of soluble aggregates is a main physical degradation pathway
during the manufacturing and storage of biologic products192,193. As shown in Figure 3.5,
spray layering of IgG with PVP resulted in a decrease of monomer percentage from 86.0
± 0.0% to 84.8 ± 0.44 % (p < 0.05, n=3). This could be explained by the possible
interaction between PVP and immunoglobulin. Gombotz et al. reported PVP with
molecular weight ranging from 10-40 kDa was an IgM stabilizer to heat induced
aggregation at concentration between 0.1% and 1.0% w/v; however, aggregation was
enhanced when PVP concentration was more than 1% w/v194. In our study, PVP was used
at a concentration of 2.5% w/v which showed negative effects on protein aggregation.
Adding trehalose increased the average monomer percentage to 85.8 ± 0.3%, which was
not statistically different from spray layered IgG in water (Student t test, p < 0.05, n=2).
To summarize the formulation study results and our findings, a proposed interaction of
IgG with excipients was present in Figure 3.6. PVP as a polymer binder improved the
protein recovery by binding tightly to the mannitol beads surface, which supported by the
improved protein recovery (Figure 3.3) and decreased turbidity results (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3. 5. IgG monomer percentage after spray layering in different formulations
(n=3)

Figure 3. 6. Proposed excipients interaction with IgG
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However, the incorporation of PVP at 2.5% w/v into the formulation lead to more
aggregation of IgG probably by the volume exclusion mechanism, which presented as a
decreased monomer percentage of IgG in Figure 3.5. Protein stabilizer like trehalose
provided the protection to IgG against aggregation, which balanced the benefits and
disadvantage of using PVP in the formulation. Since trehalose work best in controlling
the turbidity among the three excipients (trehalose, sucrose and arginine) and also
minimized the aggregation of IgG, it was selected to be an excipient for the following
DOE studies. PVP also was selected to be added to the DOE studies since it helped with
the protein recovery and turbidity dramatically.
3.3.2

Process effects on IgG beads using DOE

3.3.2.1 Rationale of DOE process parameters selection and their ranges
The process of spray layering involves many parameters, including nozzle size,
atomization pressure (AP), feed rate (FR) of spray solution into the fluid bed, inlet
temperature (IT) of the air and air flow (AF), which could affect the outcomes of spray
layering. The levels of parameters were selected based on previous experience with our
instrument and the properties of IgG, see Table 3.368,195. For these studies, an atomization
pressure between 0.4 and 0.8 bar could successfully spray the protein solution, while
pressures higher than 0.8 bar caused particle sticking to the top of the fluid bed chamber.
A feed rate higher than 1 mL/min resulted in bead agglomeration even when running the
instrument at the maximum air flow of 12 m3/h. For the DOE, the lowest feed rate was
selected based on an acceptable spray process duration. The inlet temperature was kept
below 65 °C, because this is the critical melting temperature of many antibodies, and we
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wanted to minimize the risk of protein unfolding. The lower temperature of inlet air was
selected based on the balance of spray layering time and the minimal film forming
temperature of PVP. The air flow is balanced between the maximum possible supply and
the duration of spray layering. The maximum constant air supply in our facility was 12
m3/h although the maximum instrument capacity is 80 m3/h. The lowest air flow was
selected of 8 m3/h, because a lower flow rate couldn’t generate a fluidized bed within the
chamber with our batch size.
3.3.2.2 Rationale of DOE responses selection
The outcomes of spray layering process can be divided into attributes associated
with layered bead quality and the antibody stability in the spray layered beads. The
layered bead quality assessment included process yield and layered bead particle size
distribution. The antibody stability assessment included total protein recovery, turbidity,
monomer percentage and IgG binding activity. Protein recovery is critical to antibody
spray layering since virtually all antibodies are costly. Turbidity is a measure of insoluble
protein aggregates. The monomer percentage of IgG is a measure of soluble aggregates,
which is important since the antibody aggregates are immunogenic, and aggregation of
IgG can reduce the effective dose or potency. Binding activity measured by ELISA is an
indirect evaluation of the spray layered IgG biological activity, since antigen binding is
essential for a therapeutic effect.
3.3.2.3 Bead quality
The DOE design matrix and study results are shown in Table 3.4. The yield of
most batches was above 90%, only 2 out of 19 batches were lower than 80%, which
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demonstrates that the spray layering process could have a high mass recovery when
polymer binders are incorporated. As a result, no process parameters were found
significant to the yield. The particle size distribution of the beads in the 355 and 710
microns sieve cut (i.e., with twins and fines removed) was evaluated by d (0.5) and span
as defined in the methods section. The d (0.5) of spray layered IgG particles was between
432.5 to 527.1 µm, comparing to the d (0.5) of 457 µm of the raw mannitol beads.
Among the process parameters studied, although the atomization pressure and air flow
were not significant factors for d (0.5) at 95% confidence interval, the p value for these
two factors were 0.058 and 0.097, which still provided some insights on how d (0.5) was
affected. As shown in Figure 3.7, the d (0.5) decrease with the increase of atomization
pressure and air flow.
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Figure 3. 7. Contour plot of D (0.5) correlated with air flow and atomization
pressure

Higher atomization pressure could lead to small droplets of spray solution, and
herein small particle sizes185. Higher air flow endow higher speed of particles circulating
in the fluid bed which could result in significant attrition of particles196. Savini et al.
found that both granulation and layering start with granulation, where enough air flow
could break down the granules in time, resulting in a layered batch197. Since granulated
IgG particles might affect the following unit operation such as enteric coating, tablet
compaction and capsule filling, smaller d (0.5) value is a good indicator of a success
batch. However, an extremely small d (0.5) also implies possible attrition of particles in
the fluid bed because of very high air flow or excess process time.
3.3.2.4 DOE results for antibody stability
The evaluation of IgG stability included total protein recovery, turbidity,
monomer percentage, and in vitro binding activity. The protein recovery is a critical
quality attribute of spray layered antibody, since the antibody is precious and also
layering exact amount of IgG is important for dose determination. As already been shown
in the formulation screen studies, adding PVP as the polymer binder to the spray solution
has increased the protein recovery dramatically. The full factorial design had an overall
very high protein recovery ranging from 84.7% to 102.7%, with only 3 batches have a
recovery lower than 90%. The lowest recovery batch run 16 also had a low yield of
76.7%, higher d (0.5) of 467.7 microns and higher span of 0.649, while two clumps were
observed around the spray zone. The observed clumps explained the lower protein
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recovery of this specific batch since more IgG was accumulated into the clump instead of
sprayed onto the particles. No factors were found significantly affecting the protein
recovery in this full factorial design.
Turbidity is an indicator of protein aggregation. The 19 runs shared a low
turbidity ranging from 0.01 to 0.05. Although the DOE analysis results (Table 3.5)
showed that the interaction term of inlet temperature and air flow significantly affecting
the turbidity, a careful examination of the 3 replicates runs 3, 9, 19 showed that the
variation of turbidity results was larger than the observed difference from batch to batch.
This finding again justified the importance of PVP in the formulation, as the decrease of
turbidity by adding PVP is much more dramatic than optimizing process parameters.
Aggregation or fragmentation are the main degradation pathways of antibodies
during manufacturing and distribution. Monomer percentage as a response of our DOE
measures the loss of monomers during the spray layering due to the increase of
aggregation and fragments. The aggregation of antibodies could cause
immunogenicity112, while fragments of antibody may have shorter half-life and less
potency. The monomer percentage of IgG after spray layering ranges from 82.6% to
87.2%. The regression model for monomer percentage has a R2 of 0.97 and R2 predict of
0.75. The fit equation for monomer percentage is shown as following:
Monomer percentage = 87.47 + 0.78×AP - 0.27× FR + 0.0192 ×IT + 0.068× AF- 5.49×
AP*FR + 0.0640× AP*IT + 0.063× AP*AF + 0.0607× FR*IT + 0.230× FR*AF0.01488× IT*AF + 0.490× Center point

(Equation 1)
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Table 3. 5. List of effects of the factors and their interactions on the process results
(3rd and above interaction were used to calculated noise)

Process Outcomes (* significant)
Efficiency

Recovery

Turbidity

Monomer

Binding
Activity

AP

6.11

-1.33

-0.009

0.21

0.57

FR

-1.25

-0.55

0.005

0.83*

-3.72

IT

5.78

3.28

-0.002

-0.86*

18*

AF

6.15

0.55

-0.003

-2.11*

-3.10

AP*F
R

-1.91

-4.75

-0.001

-0.44

11.17

AP*IT

0.30

1.56

-0.002

0.26

3.15

AP*A
F

-0.57

1.62

-0.003

0.05

-9.74

FR*IT

-4.26

-0.41

0.002

0.24*

-1.07

FR*A
F

-2.30

-1.58

0.009

0.18

2.30

IT*AF

-5.48

-6.20

0.011*

-0.60*

-11.81
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Table 3. 6. Effects of the main factors on the process results
Three out of four main factors including feed rate, inlet temperature and air flow
significantly affected the monomer percentage of spray layered IgG (Figure 3.8).

Surface Plot of M onomer vs Feed, Inlet
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Figure 3. 8. Surface plot of monomer percentage of IgG versus feed rate and inlet
air temperature.

The increase of feed rate brings more moisture content into the fluid bed system,
and helps maintain the moisture and lower the temperature on the particle surface, which
is critical to the minimize the aggregation of IgG. The lowest monomer percentage was
found in run 6, which came with lower atomization pressure, feed rate, and high inlet
temperature and air flow. The higher inlet temperature, the more chance of aggregating
the IgG, leading to a decrease of the monomer percentage of IgG. Fluidizing the particles
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at higher level of air flow resulted in more hydrophobic air in contact with IgG solution
during the drying phase, which might cause aggregation due to large liquid air interface.
In the range of this study, the in vitro binding activity of IgG was only affected by
the inlet air temperature. The binding activity of IgG increase with higher inlet
temperature. The highest inlet temperature used in this study is 65 °C; however, due to
evaporative cooling effect, the actual surface temperature of droplets should be lower
than the wet bulb temperature of water, which is much lower than the inlet temperature,
and closer to the product temperature, in the range of 30-35 °C. The inlet temperature
change won’t change the surface temperature of IgG droplets too much, but changing the
drying time of IgG solution. The higher the inlet temperature, the fast drying of IgG,
which shortened the time for IgG to stay in a concentrated liquid state contacting
hydrophobic airs, therefore increased the binding activity of IgG.
3.4

Conclusion
Spray layering is a promising technique for drying of biologics and fabricating

multi-particulate delivery system for biologics. In this work, we found that both
formulation and process variables played important roles in the spray layering process of
human IgG. By optimizing the formulation, we were able to recover almost 100% spray
layered IgG and it was found that lowering atomization pressure, increasing feeding rate
or decreasing inlet temperature reduced the IgG aggregation during spray layering. The
DOE studies showed temperature was the only significant variable affecting the binding
activity of IgG while aggregation was influenced by most variables. Although the
stability of biologics during manufacturing process is a case by case situation, the usage
of human immunoglobulin G in this work still provide some insights on the spray
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layering process of biologics and hopefully, attract more interests on the application of
this technique on biologics.
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Chapter 4: Delivery of a therapeutic antibody to the lower gastrointestinal tract for the
treatment of Clostridium difficile Infection (CDI)
4.1

Introduction
Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is an antibiotic associated infection that

resulted in 29,000 cases of diarrhea related death in USA in 2011 according to Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)19. Patients older than 65 years of age have 10
times higher chance of infection during a C. diff. outbreak than younger persons and 8
times higher death rate with the 30 days of diagnosis19,20. The CDI related healthcare cost
in acute facility was estimated to be around $4.8 billion in 2008, with an increasing
number of infections outside the acute facilities in community and nursing homes198. C.
diff. could spread in the hospitals and nursing homes, and is more likely to be picked up
by the hospitalized inpatients. When antibiotics were given to the patients for the
treatment of an infection, it will disrupt the balance of microbiota in gastrointestinal (GI)
tract and this can lead to the overgrowth of C. diff, which triggers a CDI. C. diff.
produces two exotoxins TcdA and TcdB in the colon, that can penetrate through epithelia
cells into lamina propria, causing subsequence epithelial cell dysfunction and
proinflammatory responses22. Ironically, the standard treatment of CDI is administration
of antibiotics including vancomycin, metronidazole or fidaxomicin although antibiotics
administration is one of the most key risk factors causing CDI19. Those standard
treatments are not always effective, and patients can face a high relapse rate.
Symptomatic recurrence of CDI was observed in 15 to 35% of cases treated with oral
glycopeptides and metronidazole199, which might require multiple rounds of treatment,
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and dramatically increases healthcare cost. Fecal transplantation from a healthy donor is
another choice for patients not responsive to standard therapies; this treatment, which are
not fully regulated by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) hence comes with risk 200.
Antibodies that can neutralize TcdA and TcdB present a treatment option for acute
and recurrent CDI treatment. Bezlotoxumab (ZINPLAVA™, Merck & Co., Inc.) is an
intravenous administrated monoclonal antibody that binds to and neutralizes Tcd B30. In
two phase 3 clinical trials, a single infusion of bezlotoxumab to patients receiving
standard antibiotics treatment reduced the recurrence rate of CDI by about 10%32.
Bezlotoxumab is the first antibody therapeutic approved for the treatment of recurrent
CDI; other antibodies are being tested in the clinic201. The adverse effects of
Bezlotoxumab were comparable to the placebo groups. With the limitation of standard
antibiotics treatment for recurrent CDI and the cost and inconvenience of fecal
transplantation, therapeutic antibodies like bezlotoxumab provides promising treatment
options with clear mechanism and efficacy.
Although parenteral injection is the standard administration route for antibodies,
oral delivery is attractive and promising for treating certain diseases. For CDI treatment,
an effective oral administrated drug delivery system would offer benefits like better
patient compliance, reduced systemic side effects and potentially reduced anti-drug
antibody titers associated with systemic administration. However, oral administration of
biologics presents several challenges including harsh gastric environment, intestinal
enzyme cleavage, and low drug absorption through epithelial cells to systemic
circulation, etc. In the case of treating CDI, the local secretion of toxins by C. diff in the
colon avoids the necessity for systemic absorption.
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Given the potential of oral delivery of biologics for the treatment of C. diff,
several groups have studied the problem. For example, Zhang et al. created colonic
specific delivery microbeads of IgY that targeted C. diff toxin A119. The IgY microbeads
were fabricated in a mini fluid bed system and these microbeads were stable through a
wide range of pH and temperatures. The colonic specific delivery was observed both in
vitro and in vivo. Zhang et al. also developed the chitosan-Ca pectinate microbeads which
released 72.6% active IgY in the colon of rats202. The ratio of pectin, calcium chloride,
chitosan and IgY was optimized to achieve this optimal release profile. It would be
interesting to see the microbeads generated from both work being tested in a CDI model
besides the healthy animals. Sandolo et al. encapsulated a CDI vaccine Cwp84, a cysteine
protease, into pectin beads followed by drying the beads for 3 hours at 37

C203.

During the in vitro release studies, Cwp84 release was only observed in simulated
colonic medium containing pectinolytic enzymes. About 40% of the hamsters treated
with this vaccine bead survived compared to 100% death rate in control groups, which
indicates the colonic release of Cwp84 in colon. Sandolo et al. provided the first data
showing that oral vaccine with local release could be potentially used to treat CDI203. Our
group also developed a multi-particulate delivery system containing BSA as a model
protein, which showed pH sensitive release profile in vitro without compromising the
structure of BSA68. In addition, we optimized the spray layering process of proteins, as
the most critical step of creating this multi-particulate system, using human IgG as a
model protein (manuscript in preparation). In this work, we first conducted an animal
study confirmed that local delivery of antibody could relieve the symptoms of CDI and
improve the survival rate of infected animals. Secondly, we applied this multi-particle
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delivery system to the therapeutic antibody ABAB-IgG1, and showed the pH sensitive
release of antibody in vitro and colonic release of antibody in vivo from the beads.
4.2

Materials
D-mannitol beads (355-500 µm, NONPAREIL®-108, Lot No. 140204) were from

the Freund Corporation (Shinjuku-ku, Japan). Polyvinylpyrrolidone (Kollidon® 30, Lot
No. G41216PT0) was a gift from BASF (Tarrytown, NY). EUDRAGIT® FS 30 D (Poly
(methyl acrylate-co-methyl methacrylate-co-methacrylic acid) 7:3:1, Lot No.
B150165002) and PlasACRYL T20 (Lot No. PT161201) were gifts from Evonik
(Parsippany, USA). ABAB-IgG1 was produced in house and the procedure will be
describing in the following sections.
4.3

Methods

4.3.1

Production of ABAB-IgG1 and its characterization
The antibody ABAB-IgG1 was produced in 293T cells using Dulbecco's Modified

Eagle Medium (DMEM medium) with addition of zeocin, fetal bovine serum (FBS) and
penicillin-streptomycin. The cell culture was incubated at 37

C until the media turn

yellow and mass of floating dead cells was observed. The culture media was harvested by
centrifuge at 4000 G for 20 min to remove cells and the supernatant was filtered (RapidFlow™ bottle filters with 0.45 PES membrane, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
to remove the cell debris and other large particles. The supernatant was titrated to pH 7.4
using 1M Tris and EDTA was added to a final concentration of 10 mM to minimize the
metal induced oxidation of antibodies during the purification process. Protein A
chromatography was utilized to capture the ABAB-IgG1 in culture supernatant. After
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loading the cell culture supernatant at 4 C, the nonspecific antibody was washed using
PBS buffer (1x) for 5 column volume (CV), and then ABAB-IgG1 was eluted using 100
mM glycine (pH 2.8) for 5 CV and immediately neutralized with 1M Tris buffer (pH 8.0).
The purified ABAB-IgG1 was dialyzed against PBS 1x (pH 7.4) extensively and then
filtered and stored at -80 C before use.
4.3.2

Cecum injection of ABAB-IgG1 to C. difficile infected mice
Six to eight-week-old CD1 mice were purchased from Harlan Laboratories

(Fredrick, MD). The mice infection model was conducted as previously described31,204.
All mice were given antibiotic cocktail for 3 days before switching back to regular water
for additional 3 days. Mice were i.p. injected with clindamycin at a dose of 10 mg/kg 24
h prior to the spores challenge. About 105 CFU of C. difficile UK1 spores were given
orally to each mouse. One day after spore challenge, cecum injection of ABAB-IgG1 was
performed according to previous reported procedures205. Briefly, mice were anesthetized
with i.m. injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg). A midline
laparotomy was performed to expose cecum, ileum and colon. A single injection of 50
ug/kg of ABAB-IgG1 was administered to each mouse in the treatment group (n=6) with
a 29G needle inserted into the cecum. PBS was given to the control group (n=6). The
incision was closed after silk sutures. The survival, weight loss, clinical score was
monitored during the disease. This part of work was mainly conducted by Dr. Yongrong
Zhang in Dr. Hanping Feng’s lab.
4.3.3

Preparation of ABAB-IgG1 multi-particulate delivery system
The preparation of protein loaded multi-particulate delivery system was described

before68. Briefly, ABAB-IgG1 (100 mg in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) was mixed with
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2.5% w/v PVP as a polymer binder, and then spray layered onto 50 g of mannitol beads in
a benchtop fluid bed system (Bosch Solidlab1, Minneapolis, USA). BSA was added to
the formulation at a concentration of 100 mg/ml to help stabilize the antibody and as film
forming agent. The antibody layered mannitol beads were further coated with enteric
polymer EUDRAGIT® FS30D to 30% weight gain using the same fluid bed system. The
layering and coating process took 3-5 hours depends on the antibody and polymer
loading. The inlet temperature was 45 °C for spray layering and 35 °C for polymer
coating process. The product temperature was always maintained under 35°C to minimize
any potential degradation of ABAB-IgG1. The atomization pressure was 0.6 bar and
microclimate pressure was 0.3 bar. Prepared ABAB-IgG1 beads were stored at 4°C
before use.
4.3.4

Characterization of ABAB-IgG1 beads

4.3.4.1 Particle size
The particle size distribution of ABAB-IgG1 beads was measured by laser
diffraction using Malvern Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments Inc, Worecestershier,
UK) and the Fraunhofer model. About 5 g of mannitol beads, ABAB-IgG1 layered beads,
enteric coated beads were placed into the dry powder feeder. The feeder was operated at
an air pressure of 20 psi. The volume averaged mean of particle size was reported with
span and uniformity. Span was calculated as the ratio of [d(0.9)- d(0.1)]/d(0.5). A virtual
sieve analysis report was also generated by the software as well.
4.3.4.2 Morphology by stereomicroscopy
The surface morphology was investigated using an Olympus SZH-ILLD
stereomicroscope (Shijuku, Japan). A OMAX 14MP camera was coupled with the
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microscope to record the image of bead surface at a magnification of 40-fold. A stage
micrometer was visualized with beads together.
4.3.4.3 Yield
The yield of spray layering and spray coating was expressed using the following
equations:
Spray layering yield =
Spray coating yield =

&'(( *+ ,-.*/-,-0 1-'0(2&'(( *+ '334*5-,'6-( '70 +87-(
&'(( *+ (:6',6873 1-'0(<@,*6-87 (>,'?-0<@A@ (>,'?-0)

× 100%

&'(( *+ ,-.*/-,-0 1-'0(2&'(( *+ '334*5-,'6-( '70 +87-(
&'(( *+ (@,*6-87 1-'0(<:*480 H-83D6 *+ >*4?5-,( +*,5G4'68*7)

× 100%

Where agglomerates were defined as particles with size larger than 710 micron
and fines are particles smaller than 250 μm.
4.3.4.4 Antibody recovery
The spray layered beads were dissolved in phosphate buffer 1x (pH 7.4), the
mixture was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min, and the supernatant was measured for
active ABAB-IgG1 content using ELISA. The antibody recovered after spray layering
and spray coating was expressed using the following Equation:
Active antibody recovery =
4.3.5

&-'(G,-0 '7681*0? 4*'0873
ID-*,-68.'4 '7681*0? 4*'0873

× 100%

Bioactivity of ABAB-IgG1
The bioactivity of ABAB-IgG1 was characterized as the its binding activity to an

antigen TcdB using Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). The ELISA assay
was conducted by coating the 96 plates with TcdB at a concentration of 0.5 ug/ml and 50
uL per well. This concentration was the studied before higher concentration won’t
increase the sensitivity of the assay. Non-fat milk (5%) was added to block the
nonspecific binding of antibody to the plate for 1 h. After washing the plate using TBST
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(Tris-buffered saline and polysorbate 20), the samples containing ABAB-IgG1 was added
to the plate and incubated at room temperature. One hour later, the plate was washed
using TBST again and the secondary antibody goat anti-gamma antibody [Horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) conjugated] was added to the plate and incubated for 1 h before the
substrate of HRP was added. The reaction was stopped after 15 min with 1 N sulfuric
acid. The results were read at 450 nm using Cytation 3 Multimode Plate Reader (BioTek
Instrument, Winooski, VT). By fitting the reading of each well to a standard curve using
4 parameter fitting algorithm, the concentration of each active antibody was calculated.
4.3.6

In vitro release evaluation of ABAB-IgG1 beads
The in vitro release of protein from the ABAB-IgG containing beads were

assessed using USP apparatus 1. The basket with 40 mesh pores were chosen to hold 0.5
g of ABAB-IgG1 beads in a dissolution vessel while rotating at 100 rpm. The special
dissolution vessel with 150 mL capacity was used with 100 mL added to each vessel. The
water bath was maintained at 37 °C. The dissolution media was chosen as pH 1.2, 0.1 N
HCl for 2 h to mimic the gastric environment, pH 6.8, phosphate buffer (mM) for 2 h to
mimic the small intestinal environment, while pH 7.4, phosphate buffer (mM) was used
to mimic the colon environment. Dissolution media was discard at 2 h and new media
was filled. About 500 uL of samples were taken at each 30 min and centrifuge at 12,000
rpm for 10 min before analyzing for total protein amount by BCA (Pierce™ BCA protein
assay kit, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and active ABAB-IgG1 using ELISA
assays.
4.3.7

In vivo release evaluation of ABAB-IgG1 beads
The in vivo release of ABAB-IgG1 was first evaluated in mice (20 g, Jackson
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lab). Totally 7 mice were fast overnight. Different food was used as a matrix to dose mice
and among which cookie dough was the favorite of tested mice. Three of them were
given 1 g of BSA beads mixed with 4 g of cookie dough as the control, four of them were
given 1 g of ABAB-IgG1 beads mixed with 4 g of cookie dough. The mice were
euthanized after 4.5 h, and seven parts of the GI tract was collected as duodenum,
jejunum, ileum, caecum, ascending colon, transverse colon and descending colon. The GI
tissue was mixed with 3 mL of phosphate buffer (pH 6.5, to minimize ABAB-IgG1
release outside the mice body) and 100 x diluted protease inhibitors to avoid enzyme
cleavage of released ABAB-IgG1. The mixture was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min
before analyzing for active ABAB-IgG1 content using ELISA assays. All animal studies
and performance were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
UMB.
4.4

Results and discussion

4.4.1

Antibody production
Using a one-step protein A purification about 27 mg of ABAB-IgG1 was

harvested per liter of cell culture media. The molecular mass of ABAB-IgG1 was
estimated to be 203 kDa based upon its sequence, and its molecular weight was estimated
to be 218 kDa based upon SDS-PAGE gel (data not shown). The calculated isoelectric
point of ABAB-IgG1 was 8.8 while the measured isoelectric point using Isoelectric
Focusing Gel was 6.8. The secondary structure of ABAB-IgG1 was examined with
Circular Dichroism and it consists of 40% alpha-helix and 20% beta-sheet. The
Differential Scanning Calorimetry profile of ABAB-IgG1 showed two melting transitions
at 62°C and 69°C. More detail about this part of data was shown in Appendix III.
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4.4.2

Mice infection after cecum injection of ABAB-IgG1
Using the protocol in Figure 4.1A, Figure 4.1B shows the effect of a single

injection of ABAB-IgG1 (50 ug/mL) improved the survival rate of C diff infected mice to
100% comparing to 60% survival in control group receiving PBS. In Figure 4.1C, the
weight loss of ABAB-IgG1 treated mice showed a less weight loss comparing to the PBS
treated group. The weight loss of mice in treatment group was attributed to the surgery, as
discussed in previous reports205. The clinical score was also lower in ABAB-IgG1 treated
group.

Figure 4. 1. Cecum injection of ABAB-IgG1 to treat CDI. A. Dosing regimen of
animal studies. B. Survival analysis after cecum injection of ABAB-IgG1. C. Weight
change of mice after cecum injection of antibody. D. Clinical score of mice during
the infection.
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4.4.3

Beads characterization
The particle size distribution is shown in Figure 4.2, where the d (0.5) increased

from 456.8 micron of mannitol beads to 473.8 micron after protein layering, and to 510.7
micron with enteric polymer coating, while the span and uniformity was about consistent
before and after protein and polymer coating.

Figure 4. 2. Particle size distribution before and after protein or enteric polymers
layering

The yield of protein layering process and enteric coating process was calculated
as 96.8% and 87.6%, which produce a yield of the entire process to 84.8%. As the enteric
polymer was tacking, the recovered beads lost over 6.8% in agglomerates, which partially
resulted in the comparatively low yield of enteric coating step. The stereomicroscopy of
beads was also recorded (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4. 3. Stereomicroscopy of beads before and after antibody and polymer
coating. A. Mannitol beads. B. ABAB-IgG1 and BSA layered beads. C. Enteric
polymer Eudragit® FS30D coated antibody beads.

Since both BSA and the antibody have UV absorption at 280 nm, the actual
antibody recovery was measured by ELISA after spray layering and enteric coating
process. The active antibody recovered after spray layering and enteric coating is 91.9 ±
5.0%.
4.4.4

In vitro release of ABAB-IgG1
The SGF was prepared as 0.1 N HCl (pH 1.2 ± 0.05) according to USP chapter of

Dissolution206, while the SIF and SCF was prepared as 50 mM phosphate buffer with pH
of 6.8 ± 0.05 and 7.4 ± 0.05 respectively207. Although the gastric volume varies from 10
to 1000 mL depends on the food and drink state208, and the intestinal fluid is in the range
of 10 -100 mL209, the dissolution test volume was selected of 100 mL as the proposed
multiparticulate delivery system was more likely to release in intestinal fluids. The in
vitro release of ABAB-IgG1 was shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4. 4. In vitro release of ABAB-IgG1 from beads

No significant ABAB-IgG1 release was detected in SGF and SIF, while up to 60%
of antibody released within 2 hours in SCF. The in vitro release profile showed that the
enteric coated ABAB-IgG1 beads are intact in SGF and SIF for at least two hours
respectively, which implies its promising protection against premature release of antibody
in the upper GI tract. The rapid release of antibody into the SCF also partially confirmed
the erosion release mechanism of Eudragit FS30D polymer system, as this polymer is
soluble above pH of 7. Despite that, the swelling of some particles was observed at the
first 15 minutes in SCF, so the exact release mechanism could be a combination of both
diffusion and erosion controlled release which requires further work to characterize. The
amount of released antibody was measured using ELISA with toxin B coating on the 96
plate and anti-gamma secondary antibody, and that also confirmed the antigen binding
capacity and integrity of released ABAB-IgG1, which is required for the toxin
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neutralizing activity.
4.4.5

Animal study
The particle size of this multi-particulate delivery system ranges from 350 to 710

microns, which required an extremely large needle to oral gavage the mice and that could
cause pain to mice. Instead, we chose to mix the multi-particulate delivery system with
food matrix for easier administration. After a quick pilot study comparing the food
preference of mice, we picked out cookie dough from other foods like jello and almond
butter. The phosphate buffer used to extract ABAB-IgG1 had a pH of 6.5, which was
below the pH that Eudragit FS starts to dissolve. The in vivo release of ABAB-IgG1 was
shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4. 5. In vivo release of ABAB-IgG1 in healthy mice

The control group of mice were not given ABAB-IgG1 antibody, so no ABABIgG1 antibody was detected in any segment of the GI tract, neither the feces. The
treatment group of mice were orally dosed with enteric coated ABAB-IgG1 beads, and as
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shown in Figure 4.5, ABAB-IgG1 was detected in the GI lumen contents. Noticed in the
insert, a significant amount of ABAB-IgG1 was released in the stomach of mice, even
higher than the amount in the upper colon. It is very likely that the chewing process when
mice eat the beads with food matrix actually break the enteric coating of some beads,
which resulted in the early release of comparatively large amount of ABAB-IgG1 in the
stomach, instead of release into the lower GI tract. Despite that, an increasing trend of
ABAB-IgG1 concentration was observed from duodenum to upper colon, with
comparable amount in the down colon, while the antibody was also existing in the feces.
The volume of phosphate buffer used to extract the GI lumen content was 3 mL to
approximate the physiological intestinal fluid volume of mice. The concentration of
ABAB-IgG1 in upper colon samples were around 150 ng/ml, which is enough to
neutralize the toxins in vivo considering the toxin B concentration in the range of ng/ml
and a stoichiometry of antibody to toxin B to be two (2 toxin B binding region in ABABIgG1). This mice study implied the potential application of this multi-particulate delivery
system in larger animals.
4.5

Conclusion
This work first approved through cecum injection of ABAB-IgG1 that the

antibody “delivered” into the lower GI tract of mice could relieve the symptoms and
improve the survival rate of mice during CDI. Then we fabricated the multi-particulate
delivery system of antibody by spray layering of ABAB-IgG1 and spray coating of
enteric polymers using benchtop fluid be systems. The in vitro release profile showed a
potential colonic targeting property of this system and the in vivo release in healthy mice
further confirmed an increased release of ABAB-IgG1 from duodenum to colon. Putting
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these two pieces of evidence together, we believe that colonic delivery of antibody
therapeutics to the lower GI tract using multi-particulate delivery system could be a
potential treatment option for CDI. However, we did observe a significant amount of
ABAB-IgG1 released in the stomach, which requires further investigation using larger
animal models like piglets.
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Appendix I: Probe Thermal Stability of Protein Formulations with Temperature Scanning
Viscometer
I.1 Abstract
Thermal stability is a critical quality attribute of therapeutic biologics. A couple of
analytical methods, including Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Differential
Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF), Circular Dichroism (CD) etc., are used to measure protein
thermal stability. In this work, we described a novel method to probe the thermal stability
of protein formulations using a temperature scanning viscometer. The viscosity of Bovine
Serum Albumin (BSA) formulation was monitored during a heating ramp, which slightly
decreased below the onset temperature of unfolding, followed by a dramatic increase
around the melting region. The solution viscosity dropped gradually after the unfolding
event. The viscosity was plotted against the temperature and the first derivative of
viscosity was taken, with the temperature corresponding to the peak summit recognized
as the melting temperature. The measured melting point of BSA at 1 mg/ml in phosphate
buffer was 62

C, which was close to the literature reports. The unfolding of BSA was

confirmed using orthogonal techniques of second derivative Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis)
and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). This method was also able to reveal the
formulation effects on thermal stability of BSA. The melting point of BSA increased by 4
C, 6

C and 8

C respectively with the addition of 10%, 20%, and 30% sucrose into

the formulation. The well-known destabilizer guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) lowered
the melting point of BSA proportionally to the concentrations of GdnHCl. Other proteins
were also tested using this method. This work showed the feasibility of using temperature
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scanning viscometer to measure the thermal stability of proteins in diverse formulation
matrices.
I.2 Introduction
Biologics are among the top sellers in recent drug markets including different
modalities of monoclonal antibodies, insulin analogs, vaccines, etc114. One concern in the
development of therapeutic proteins is the intrinsic instability of proteins. During the
manufacturing and transportation, proteins could be exposed to excess thermal stress in
multiple processes, especially in the cold chain and with end users210. In the temperature
excursion events, less thermally stable proteins might degrade and lose potency. Thus,
thermal stability is one of the critical quality attributes to be characterized during the
discovery and development of a protein candidate. Thermal stability could also be
utilized to rank order the developability of various formulations191.
Thermal stability can be defined as a protein’s resistance to thermal stress. Heat
can induce unfolding of the proteins, thus resulting in conformation perturbation and a
loss of potency. Thermal stability can be characterized by monitoring various property
changes of a protein during a temperature ramp, including optical properties, heat
exchanges, size changes, etc211. A couple of techniques, including Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC), Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF), Dynamic Light Scattering
(DLS), Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) and Circular Dichroism (CD) have been developed
to characterize the thermal stability of proteins or polymers. The simplest way to compare
the thermal stability of multiple protein candidates or formulations using these techniques
is to compare their melting temperature, or the temperature at which 50% of the protein
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unfolds.
DSC is by far the most popular method to measure the thermal denaturation of
proteins. In this method, the protein and control are placed in two different cells, and are
heated up from usually room temperature to a higher temperature that is still below the
water boiling point. Melting of the protein is shown as an endothermal peak on the plot of
heat flow against temperature. The temperature corresponding to the peak summit is the
melting temperature of the tested protein. Further interpretation of the peak also reveals
the enthalpy and entropy, so as Gibbs free energy related to the melting. However, if
aggregation occurs right after the onset of unfolding, the melting peak may be
confounded with an aggregation event, thus the interpretation of thermos-profiles may
contain errors. Also, if the protein precipitates after unfolding, it will be difficult to
achieve a flat baseline after the peak.
DSF measures the fluorescence change of intrinsic or external fluorophores
during the temperature ramps. Three aromatic amino acids tryptophan (Trp), tyrosine
(Tyr) and phenylalanine (Phe) contribute mostly to the intrinsic fluorescence of proteins.
During thermal denaturation, the buried fluorophores will be exposed to polar solvents
amplifying the intrinsic fluorescence signal. External dyes like SYPROÒ Orange bind to
the hydrophobic region of proteins after unfolding and could also amplify the
fluorescence signals. The advantage of using DSF is the high throughput capacity which
allows a quick screening of many candidates or formulations. However, polysorbate 20
and polysorbate 80, as very common excipients in antibody formulations, might interfere
with the fluorescence readings due to their high hydrophobicity.
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DLS was also used to compare the thermal stability of proteins by monitoring the
hydrodynamic size of proteins. Heat denatured proteins usually swell in terms of
hydrodynamic size. The results might be biased by the presence of large particles and
multiple light scattering in a high concentration formulation212. CD spectroscopy
measures the loss of secondary structure upon melting. This method is preferred in cases
when the conformational information is needed in addition to the melting temperatures.
Sodium chloride as the common buffer components in protein formulations is not suitable
for CD analysis due to the high absorbance of chloride between 190 nm and 200 nm by
CD instruments213. A dialysis of chloride to fluoride, or to low concentrations of chloride
ions, is usually required; however, the thermal stability might change with different
buffer matrices. Derivative-UV spectroscopy was also used to probe the thermal stability
of different protein formulations. The second derivative UV of proteins usually show two
or three peaks from 250 nm to 300 nm, attributing to aromatic amino acids. During the
melting event, the peak position might shift dramatically due to the exposure of aromatic
amino acids to the polar solvents68. Each technique has its own advantages and
drawbacks, so the selection of techniques for a specific protein should be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis.
Viscosity change was also observed during protein denaturation either by
chemicals or heat. The reduced viscosity of urea denatured ovomucoid increased about
40% compared to the native control214. A similar observation was made with GdnHCl
denatured serum pseudoglobulin, whose viscosity increased dramatically after
denaturation215. The denaturants were believed to alter the water structure and bind to the
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hydrophobic regions of the protein, when the unfolded form was energetically favored.
The shape and volume of the unfolded protein is usually different from the native form. It
was found that the axial ratio of serum albumin increased from 5.0 in its native state, to
16.8 or 20.9 calculated from the Simha equation, after the denaturation of urea or
GdnHCl216. The axial ratio, or structure asymmetry, was believed to be one of the main
reasons for the increase of viscosity after the denaturation of proteins217. Also, protein
was believed to swell after denaturation, occupying more excluded volume by each
protein molecule, therefore contributing to the overall viscosity increase218. Heating is
another factor besides chemicals that can denature the various proteins. Since viscosity is
related to the shape and size of each protein, the change in viscosity during a heat ramp
can be used to probe the structure change of proteins.
In earlier work, researchers monitored the complex viscosity of immunoglobulin
G (IgG) during a temperature ramp219. The researcher mistakenly reported the onset
temperature of unfolding as the melting temperature. The onset melting temperature was
over 73.6

C, which was higher than literature values192,220; however, there might be raw

material and formulation differences. Furthermore, a peak around 50

C was detected,

and the author attributed this peak to an irreversible unfolding event without explaining
the reason why the viscosity decreased after the first thermal event. From our point of
view, the author might be measuring the gelation temperature of IgG above 70

C. The

gelation temperature of a protein might be very close to the melting temperature. For
example, BSA gelated around 76

C, and melts below 70

C221. At the same time,

complex viscosity was measured by viscometers at oscillation mode, so it is more like
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measuring the “solid like” properties of proteins rather than the liquid properties.
In this work, we demonstrated the feasibility of probing the thermal stability of
protein formulations by monitoring the flow viscosity change during a heat ramp.
I.3 Materials
Phosphate buffer saline (PBS 1X, Catalog No. 21-040) was purchased from
Corning Life Science (Corning, NY). BSA (Catalog No. A7906, Lot No. SLBR0420V)
and lysozyme (Catalog No. L6876, Lot No. SLBL7146V) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). Human IgG (Catalog no. 340-21, lot no. S53428) was
purchased from Lee Biosolutions (Maryland Heights, MO). Ultrapure sucrose (Catalog
No. AB01900-0100, lot No. 15862700) was purchased from AmericanBio. Inc. GdnHCl
(Catalog No. BP178-500, lot No. 144180) was purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Hampton, NH).
I.4 Method
I.4.1 Sample preparation
Stock solutions of each protein were prepared by dissolving the appropriate
amount of protein powders in phosphate buffer, followed by filtration through a 0.22 µm
polyethersulfone membrane (MillexÒ-GP, Catalog No. SLGPX13NL). Stock solutions of
lysozyme and IgG were diluted with phosphate buffer to 1 mg/ml solutions for
measurement. The BSA stock solution was diluted to various concentrations with
different excipient buffers.
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I.4.2 Monitor Viscosity during Heating Ramps
A rotational viscometer from TA Instruments, Discover HR-2 Rheometer, was
used in this work. For each run, about 675 µL of BSA sample was loaded onto the bottom
plate, which was temperature controlled by a peltier plate. A 40-mm parallel plate was
lowered to form a 500 µm gap from the bottom plate. Once the plates reached the desired
gap, any excess protein solution that flowed outside of the edges of the upper plate was
removed with a pipette. To find the optimal shear rate during heating ramps, a shear rate
ramp was conducted on each protein from 1 s-1 to 1000 s-1. A Newtonian test was
performed to pick a shear rate at which the protein sample behaved like a Newtonian
fluid. To measure the apparent viscosity, the pre-selected shear rate of the top plate was
applied, and the shear stress was measured. The apparent viscosity (abbreviated as
viscosity later in this paper) was calculated as the ratio of shear stress over shear rate.
The heating ramps were conducted by increasing the temperature of the bottom
plate from 25 °C to 85 °C at different rates of either 1 °C/min, 2 °C/min, 3 °C/min, 5
°C/min or 10 °C/min. The instrument was pre-calibrated to compensate for the gap
change due to the expansion of metal plates at different scanning rates. The real-time
shear stress was monitored to calculate real-time viscosity.
The reversibility of unfolding was also measured by first heating the sample from
25 °C to 85 °C, then cooling the sample down to 25 °C, followed by another heat ramp
up to 85 °C.
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I.4.3 Second derivative UV-Vis spectroscopy of BSA
Second derivative UV-Vis spectroscopy was used as an orthogonal technique in
this study to confirm the unfolding of proteins. During the thermal ramp of BSA, 40 µL
of sample was taken at each time interval and immediately put on ice to minimize the
reaction. The samples were centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 5 min and diluted to fit the
linearity range of UV-Vis spectroscopy. The spectra of the BSA samples was scanned
from 200 nm to 400 nm at a scanning rate of 240 nm/min with a wavelength interval of
0.2 nm, in a micro cuvette using a DU 800 UV-Vis spectrometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea,
CA). Five measurements of the same sample were recorded and averaged. The solvent
background was subtracted. The concentration of BSA was determined from the
absorbance at 280 nm and a A280 1g/L of 0.667. The second derivative spectra of BSA was
calculated and fitted into cubic functions (Origin 9.0, OriginLab). The peak position was
determined at a resolution of 0.02 nm.
I.4.4 Dynamic light scattering
DLS was used to monitor the hydrodynamic size change of BSA during the
heating ramp. A micro cuvette (Catalog No. ZEN0040) containing 40 µL of BSA solution
was placed into a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZSP. The temperature was ramped up from 25
°C to 70 °C at 2 °C/min since the plastic cuvette was subjected to damage under higher
temperature following the vendor’s instructions. The hydrodynamic diameter of BSA was
calculated using the Stokes-Einstein equation (1) with a translational diffusion coefficient
obtained from correlation functions:
d (H) =

kT

(1)

3phD
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where d (H) is the hydrodynamic diameter, k, T, h and D are Boltzmann’s
constant, absolute temperature, viscosity and translational diffusion coefficient,
respectively. The Z-average as the intensity averaged mean particle size was reported
versus temperature.
I.4.5 Differential scanning fluorimetry
DSF was used to confirm the melting temperatures of tested proteins. A total of 2
µL of each protein sample was added into a 96 well plate, followed by an addition of 16
µL of PBS buffer. SYPROÒ orange was used as an external dye, of which its signal
increases dramatically once it is bound to the hydrophobic regions of the unfolded
proteins. After adding 2 µL of SYPROÒ orange, the 96 well plate was sealed with an
adhesive cover and centrifuged for 20 seconds at 500 rpm. The plate was loaded into a
StepOnePlus real time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The
temperature was increased from 25 °C to 95 °C at 0.3 %/min (about 1°C/min). The
fluorescence dye was excited at 470 nm and the emission wavelength was 505 nm. The
fluorescence data was exported and processed as stated in the following section.
I.4.6 Data analysis
All real-time viscosity data was recorded and exported to OriginLab 9.0. The
viscosity data was smoothed using the Savitzky Golay algorithm with 2nd degree
polynomial functions and a smooth window of 10 points. The first derivative of viscosity
against temperature was calculated, and the local maximum was recorded as the melting
temperature of a specific domain. The fluorescence data from DSF was processed
similarly.
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I.5 Results and Discussion
I.5.1 A representative viscosity profile of BSA during a heating ramp
As shown in Figure I.1, from 25 °C to about 55 °C, the viscosity of BSA
decreases gradually from 2 mPaS to 0.7 mPaS. This decrease was also observed with
other proteins or polymers222 due to a decrease of mean free path for protein particles.
The viscosity in this lower temperature range, where the loss of BSA structure is
reversible, can also be fitted with a modified Vogel-Fulcher’s expression of WilliamsLandel-Ferry equation222,223:
h = exp (-B + DT+

DU+
VI

)

(1)

where B and D are parameters, DEf is the activation energy of viscous flow, R is the gas
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. BSA data between 25 °C and 55 °C was fit
into equation (1) to get an empirical equation:
h = exp (4.94 – 0.0136T+

YYJ.P
I

)

From the empirical equation, we could estimate the activation energy of viscous
flow for BSA solution at 1mg/ml is 2.754 kJ/mol. Starting from around 55 °C (Figure
I.1), the viscosity of BSA solution increased dramatically from 6.9´10-4 to 4.8´10-3 Pa×s,
with a summit around 66 °C. This increase of viscosity was due to the unfolding of BSA,
which caused the disturbance of high order structure, and was approved using second
derivative UV-Vis spectroscopy. The second derivative of BSA showed one peak around
284.5 nm, which was assigned to the combination of tyrosine and tryptophan68. As shown
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Figure I.1. A representative viscosity profile of BSA during a heating ramp. The left
y axis denotes viscosity and the right y axis is the wavelength of a derivative UV-Vis
peak.

in Figure I.1, this peak fluctuated around 284.5 nm at the lower temperature range,
shifted dramatically to 284.2 nm at 69 °C, followed by a gradual decrease to 284 nm at
85 °C. This blue shift of wavelengths implied that buried aromatic amino acids, including
tyrosine and tryptophan, were exposed to the polar solvents due to the tertiary structure
change of BSA under thermal stress. The loss of the high order structure due to the
unfolding resulted in a more linear structure of proteins. According to the Polson’s
Equation224, a more linear protein structure was associated with a higher ratio of b/a
(Equation 2):
h = 4.0 + 0.098 (b/a)2

(2)

where b/a is the long to short axis ratio of an elongated ellipsoid. Similarly in Simha’s
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equation225 (Equation 3) , the specific viscosity is correlated to the axial ratio term r.
h/h0 -1 = v c

(3)

where v is the function of the axial ratio, r, of an ellipsoid, while c is the volume fraction
of the solute.
On the other hand, the increased viscosity of BSA upon heating could be
explained by the swelling of protein molecules. As shown in Figure I.2, the intensity
averaged hydrodynamic size of BSA was around 3.5 nm below 40 °C, started to fluctuate
between 40 °C to 55 °C, followed by a significant increase to over 10 nm from 55 °C to
65 °C.
According to Einstein’s equation226 (Equation 4),
h = h0 (1 + 2.5f)

Equation (4)

where h0 is the solvent viscosity and f is the volume fraction. Although the simplified
Einstein’s equation ignored the higher order terms representing interaction between
spheres, it still shows the correlation of solution viscosity to the volume fraction of
protein molecules. The swelling of BSA or g-globulins caused by unfolding did result in
increasing viscosity218.
Based on the structure change data from derivative UV-Vis spectroscopy and
hydrodynamic size data from DLS, we can conclude that the viscosity increase from 55
°C to 66 °C was due to the thermal unfolding of BSA. The viscosity decreased gradually
when the temperature was higher than 66 °C, and was also more variable between 75 °C
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and 85 °C. As shown in Figure I.3, precipitated BSA particles were observed on the plate

Figure I. 2. Hydrodynamic size of BSA during a heating ramp measured by DLS.
The left y axis denotes z-average diameter (nm) while the right y axis is the derived
count rate (kcps).

Figure I.3. Reversibility of BSA unfolding monitored by viscometer. The right insert
is a picture showing precipitation on the bottom plate after first heating ramp.
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after the heating ramp reached 85 °C. The viscosity decrease could be explained by the
combination effects of more free path and also aggregation and precipitation of BSA
under thermal stress.
I.5.2 Reversibility of BSA unfolding and the melting temperature determination
The reversibility of BSA unfolding was tested by cooling the heated sample and
ramping up the temperature again. During the cooling cycle, the viscosity increased to 7.0
´ 10-3 Pa×s at 25 °C, while no significant peak related to BSA unfolding was detected
during second heating cycle. Since the unfolding of BSA was irreversible, it was not
feasible to fit the melting curve into Boltzmann’s equation assuming a two-state model.
Instead, the first derivative was calculated to determine the melting temperature from the
viscosity curve as the local summit between 55 °C and 65 °C. As shown in Figure I.4,
after the second order polynomial curve fitting and smoothing with a 10 points window,
the melting temperature was easily identified as 62.3 °C, which was close to literature
reports with similar formulation227.
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Figure I.4. The first derivative of viscosity profile of BSA during a heating ramp.
The reproducibility of the melting temperature of BSA was evaluated by repeating the
measurement of samples from the same preparation three times. The coefficient of
variance (n=3) was 2.17% for BSA of 1 mg/ml at a temperature ramp of 2 °C /min.
I.5.3 Effect of BSA concentrations and heating rates on Tm
The melting temperature of protein depends on the protein concentration, test
parameters, and formulation. Three concentrations of BSA were tested at a scanning rate
of 2 °C/min. As shown in Figure I.5, the viscosity profiles of BSA at concentrations of 1
mg/ml and 10 mg/ml were almost superimposed with each other, while the viscosity
profile of 100 mg/ml BSA was significantly shifted to the right. The viscosity did not
change until the temperature reached around 70 °C, and the amplitude of the increase in
viscosity was much higher than samples at lower concentrations. The viscosities above
75 °C were not shown in Figure I.5 since they were too high to fit into the range.
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Figure I.5. Concentration effects on melting profiles of BSA.
This increase was likely due to the gelation of BSA at high concentrations. Baier et al
showed that under oscillation mode, 1% BSA (10 mg/ml) in water gelated at 71°C, which
was indicated by the increase of its shear modulus228. We also examined the phase angle
change of BSA using oscillation mode, the results of which showed a sharp increase of
the phase angle at 70 °C, indicating that the three-dimensional network of BSA was
formed above 70 °C (data not shown).
As shown in Figure I.6, the melting region of BSA shifted to higher temperatures
with an increased heating rate. This pattern implies that the melting temperature of BSA
depends on the rate at which the temperature is increased.
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Figure I.6. Heating rates on the melting profiles of BSA.
Sanchez-Ruiz pointed out that when the three state model was applied to an irreversible
unfolding event of a globulin protein, the melting temperature should be dependent on the
heating rate 220,229
[
I]\

=

=V
U

exp(−

U
V I\

)

Equation (5)

where, v is the heating rate, Tm as the melting temperature, A is the frequency factor, E is
the activation energy, and R is the gas constant. By plotting ln (

[
I]\

) versus (

J

I\

) as shown

in Figure I.7, we calculated the activation energy for the unfolding of BSA to be 177.0
kJ/mol. This calculated unfolding activation energy is reasonable for a globulin protein
like BSA230.
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I.5.4 Formulation effects: protein stabilizer and destabilizer
The formulation matrix could also affect the thermal stability of proteins through
direct interactions with protein molecules or changing water structure surrounding the
protein. Sucrose is a well-known protein stabilizer in both liquid and solid formulations.
In this study, we investigated whether this viscosity based method could capture the
formulation effects on the thermal stability of BSA. As shown in Figure I.8, BSA with
10% w/v sucrose had a melting temperature at 66 °C, while samples without sucrose
melted at 63 °C. Furthermore, with each 10% w/v increase in concentration of sucrose,
the measured melting temperature increased by about 3-4 °C. Different protein
stabilization mechanisms have been proposed for sucrose, including preferred exclusion
of sucrose from the vicinity of proteins, leading to an enthalpy favored native state of
proteins189. Sucrose also adds to the viscosity of solutions, resulting in a decrease of
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kinetic rate for a process like unfolding.

Figure I.8. Effects of sucrose addition as protein stabilizer on melting profiles of
BSA.
Some excipients, on the other hand, may compromise the thermal stability of
protein formulations. Guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) has been widely used to
intentionally denature proteins. As shown in Figure I.9, addition of 0.5 M GdnHCl shifted
the unfolding of BSA to 55 °C, with a decrease of 8 °C compared to native BSA. The
addition of another 0.5 M GdnHCl further lowered the melting temperature of BSA to 45
°C. When the GdnHCl concentration was increased to 2 M GdnHCl, it became difficult to
identify the melting temperature of BSA, since the viscosity started to become
inconsistent above 37°C. This viscosity based method could capture the effect of adding
detergents to the decrease of melting temperatures of BSA.
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Figure I.9. Effects of GdnHCl addition as protein destabilizer on melting profiles of
BSA.

I.5.5 Capture the melting events of other proteins
As shown in Figure I.10, the viscosity profile of chymotrypsinogen A presented as
a near symmetric peak. The melting temperature of chymotrypsinogen A was found to be
54.8 °C, which was close to literature values231. Although the unfolding of
chymotrypsinogen A is a two-state reversible event, which is different from that of BSA,
it was still difficult to explain why the viscosity dropped to the baseline after unfolding.
Further studies of chymotrypsinogen A on its conformational changes could potentially
provide more insights. Interestingly, the viscosity profile of lysozyme showed the major
viscosity increase occurred around 50 °C and 70 °C, compared to only 70 °C in DSC
results. This unfolding event around 50 °C was only observed in one of the literature
reports using DSC as far as we know. The possible explanation for this observation could
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be that the unfolding of this domain was dominant in shape or size, rather than heat
exchange. The melting curve of IgG showed two inflection points, implying that multiple
transitions of a protein could be captured by this viscosity based method.

Figure I.10. Melting curves of multiple proteins monitored by the viscometer.

In addition, the correlation of the measured Tm of these four investigated proteins
were plotted against the literature values or DSF measured values (Figure I.11). The good
correlation showed the feasibility of using temperature scanning viscometer for
determining protein thermal stability.
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Figure I.11. Correlation of melting temperatures measured by the viscometer versus
literature values. Measured Tm = 0.8601* Literature Tm + 8.5489, R square=0.99.

I.6 Conclusion
The thermal stability is a critical quality attribute to consider for discovering and
developing protein therapeutics. In this work, we demonstrated the feasibility of
temperature scanning viscometer as a tool to evaluate the thermal stability of proteins
including BSA, immunoglobulin G, chymotrypsinogen A, and lysozyme. The
temperature scanning viscometer was capable of capturing the thermal unfolding events
of these proteins, and also revealed the melting temperature shifts due to the formulation
change. In addition, the multiple domain melting events was also captured by this
method. Thus, temperature scanning viscometer could have a wide range of applications
in the development of immunoglobulin G based protein therapeutics.
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Appendix II: Development and validation of a novel HPLC-FL method for quantitating the
peanut allergen Ara h 2 in peanut extract and sublingual films
II.1 Abstract
A rapid and selective reverse phase high performance liquid chromatographic
(HPLC) method with fluorescence detection was developed for quantitation of the peanut
allergen Ara h 2 in peanut extracts and dissolving sublingual films containing peanut
extracts. The separation of Ara h 2 from other proteins in the peanut extracts and dosage
matrix was optimized. The HPLC method involved a BEH C4 Column running at 52℃
for 25 min, with a gradient elution of acetonitrile and water containing 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid. Fluorescence detection was used at an excitation wavelength of 261
nm and emission wavelength of 310 nm. The linearity range was 7.5 µg/mL to 30 µg/mL,
with a calculated detection limit of 1.61 µg/mL and a quantitation limit of 4.89 µg/mL.
The validated method was applied to quantitate the amount of Ara h 2 in the sublingual
films containing peanut extract, which was designed to desensitize children with peanut
allergy. This method was also used to evaluate the accelerated stability of five different
formulations of sublingual films and was able to distinguish the difference among
formulations.
II.2 Introduction
The estimated prevalence of childhood peanut allergy in the United States varies
from 0.4% to 2.7% based upon patient surveys232. Peanut allergens can cause fatal food
induced anaphylaxis even with the ingestion of a minute amount of peanuts, which
significantly affects the patient’s quality of life in terms of food choice and social
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eating233. To address this problem, oral, sublingual and epicutaneous immunotherapies
have been developed to treat peanut allergies234. During the sublingual immunotherapy
(SLIT), allergens can be administered under the tongue; the dosage forms for this mode
of treatment includes: drops, sublingual tablets (for a few common allergens) and
recently sublingual films strips have been developed235,236. Formulation development,
manufacturing, stability assessment and dose escalation studies of those sublingual films
requires the availability of a rapid, precise and cost-effective method for assaying Ara h 2
amount in the raw material of peanut powder and SLIT dosage forms. Peanut powder
extracts contain many components, including multiple proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins,
minerals, etc. HPLC separation of Ara h 2 in this complex matrix for quantitative assay
with a short run time would be challenging. Thus, we developed a computer aided
chromatographic method to optimize the separation of Ara h 2 from this complicated
matrix within less than 30 minutes run time. This provide several advantages over the
current standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for the Ara h2
quantitation.
Although both ELISA and immunoblotting can have a sensitivity down to the
nanogram per milliliter range, the assay accuracy and precision are highly dependent on
analyst and the protocol, which varies from between labs and operators due to the solid
state reaction nature 237. These factors can cause drift in assay results, which is
particularly problematic in stability studies where small changes in the amount of Ara h 2
in a dosage form over a period of years have to be measured. Liquid chromatographymass spectrometry (LC-MS) can also be utilized to determine the amount of Ara h 2 in
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food matrix, distinguish isomers and identify sequence modifications238,239. However,
from a quality control (QC) perspective, dedicated LC-MS instrumentation is not that
common in pharmaceutical QC laboratories. Also, the sample running and data analysis
using LC-MS could be time-consuming. Thus, we have developed a novel, fast, precise
and cost-effective (HPLC) method for quantitating Ara h 2 in peanut extract and
sublingual films. The developed validated method was also applied to monitor the
stability of Ara h 2 in different SLIT f in presence of different sugars
II.3 Materials and methods
II.3.1 Materials
The Ara h 2 (Part no. NA-AH2-1, lot no. 37141) reference standard derived from
light roasted peanut flour was purchased from Indoor Biotechnologies (Charlottesville,
VA). Light roasted peanut (Arachis hypogaea) (lot no. 186021-6) was purchased from
Greer (Lenoir, NC). HPLC grade water and acetonitrile were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). Trifluoroacetic acid was purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA). Sterilized water for peanut extraction was purchased from Baxter
(Deerfield, IL). Sucrose (Catalog no. AB01900-01000, Lot No. 15862700) was from
AmericanBio. Inc (Boston, MA). Trehalose (Lot no. 10705) was from Asahi Kasei
Chemical Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). Mannitol (PEARLITOLÒ PF, lot no. E693X) and
dextrose (lot no. KDMFX) were from Roquette Pharm (Geneva, IL). Methocel E15
Premium LV (lot no. VJ180124) was from Dow Chemical.
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II.3.2 Chromatographic system
An ACQUITY UPLC H-Class System with a fluorescence detector was used to
run the samples. A Waters XBridge Protein BEH C4 column (300Å, 3.5 µm, 4.6 mm ´
150 mm, 10K - 500K) was used for separation of proteins. The column was running at
52℃for 25 min, with a gradient elution of acetonitrile and water containing 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid. Fluorescence detector was used at an excitation wavelength of 261
nm and emission wavelength of 310 nm. The gradient of mobile phase was optimized to
be as shown in the results. The chromatograms of Ara h 2 in peanut extract was
optimized using computer aided methods.
II.3.3 Method development and optimization
II.3.3.1 Extraction procedure of film samples
The sampling of films was done by randomly selecting 10 films and cut into
slices. Three samples of 5 mg, 10 mg, 20 mg and 40 mg of strips were shaken in 4 mL of
water for 30 min and filtered. The response factor was calculated as peak area divided by
strips concentration (peak area ´ water amount/strips weight). The response factor was
used to evaluate the ratio of water and strips to achieve highest extraction yield.
II.3.3.2 Chromatogram development
The effect of percentage of organic solvent (%B) and temperature on the retention
of Ara h 2 peak movement were studied. This required 4 experiments to be carried
out240. The initial runs conditions were: tG1 = 30 min, tG2 = 90 min, T1 = 30 °C and
T2 = 50 °C. The experiments were performed at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min (10–80 % B,
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linear gradients). The retention parameters calculation, modelling and prediction of the
peaks retention times were done using CHROMOCAD® software241.
II.3.4 Method validation
The method was validated for the following parameters.
II.3.4.1 Selectivity
To confirm the selectivity of this HPLC method for Ara h 2 in peanut extract, the
fraction of eluent containing Ara h 2 peak was collected and concentrated, followed by
sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) to identify the
peak and evaluate the peak purity. A reference standard of Ara h 2 and molecule makers
were also run to confirm the molecule weight of Ara h 2 fraction.
To confirm the selectivity of this method for Ara h 2 in sublingual film samples,
peanut extract was spiked to placebo films and checked for interference.
II.3.4.2 Linearity and range
Calibration curves was constructed with triplicates at five concentrations of Ara h
2 standards in water. The calibration curves were repeated for three consecutive days.
The linear regression analysis was done on peak areas versus concentrations.
II.3.4.3 Accuracy
To determine the accuracy of developed method, Ara h 2 standard was spiked at a
concentration of 23.5 and 23.2 µg/mL to diluted peanut extract and placebo films
containing all other excipients except Ara h 2, respectively. The percentage of recoveries
were calculated to determine accuracy.
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II.3.4.4 Precision
Repeatability and intermediate precision was examined to evaluate precision of
this method for both peanut extract and film sample. To study intraday precision of film
samples, five samples of 20 mg sliced films were weighed and extracted following the
procedure mentioned under section 2.4.1. This procedure was repeated at three
consecutive days to evaluate inter-day precision.
II.3.4.5 LOD and LOQ
The limit of detection and limit of quantitation was estimated from 3.3*σ/slope
and 10*σ/slope respectively, where σ stands for the standard deviation of the response242.
The σ was estimated from the standard deviation of y-intercept of calibration curve and
slope was from the calibration curve.
II.3.4.6 Sample stability in HPLC
The longest duration of HPLC analysis in this study was 30 h. Peanut extract and
film samples were analyzed before and after sitting in HPLC auto-sampler for 30 h to
investigate the sample stability during analysis.
II.3.5 Accelerated stability studies of sublingual films containing peanut extract
Five different formulation of peanut extract films were manufactured following
the same procedure. The control formulation was manufactured by mixing HPMC
polymer with peanut exact, chocolate flavor, glycerin and sucralose, and then dried the
films in oven at 42°C followed by package into aluminum foils bags. The other four
formulations were manufacturing by adding dextrose, sucrose, mannitol and trehalose
retrospectively into the control formulation. Half of the films in each formulation were
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further dried using vacuum oven. All the films were challenged at accelerated stability
conditions of 40°C/75% Relative humidity (RH) for 1 month. The films were then taken
out and analyzed for Ara h 2 amount using this developed HPLC method.
II.4 Results and discussion
II.4.1 Method development
The separation of Ara h 2 from other components in peanut extract was achieved
and the initial and final separation chromatogram were shown in Figure II. 1 and II.2.
After computer aid optimization, the running time was shortened from 35 min to 22 min
while the Ara h 2 peak was separated from other components. The detailed gradient
information was listed in Table I.1.
Table I. 1. The gradient of HPLC method.
(Mobile phase A: 0.1% TFA in water, mobile phase B: 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile)
Time

B

A

21 (%)

79

11.0

22

78

12.7

26

74

14.3

26

74

19.1

41

59

20.3

80

20

25.0

21

79

(min) 0.0

(%)

As shown in Figure II. 3, when the strip concentration was 1.25 mg/ml, the
variation of Ara h 2 response factor was higher than that at other concentrations. When
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Figure II. 1. The chromatogram of peanut extract before optimization (Gradient:
10-70% mobile phase B in 40 min, mobile phase A: water, mobile phase B: 0.1%
TFA in acetonitrile)

Figure II. 2. The chromatogram of peanut extract after method optimization
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the strip concentration was 10mg/ml, the response factor decreased significantly. The
extraction procedure for film samples were finalized as weighing 20 mg of film slices and
dissolving in 4 mL of water for 30 min followed by a filtration using Agilent Captiva
Premium PES filter (0.45 µm) before injected. The amount of film slices dissolved in
water is critical since excess films could lead to insufficient dissolution during extraction,
while insufficient films could potentially decrease the detection level.

Figure II. 3. Optimize the extraction volume based on the correlation between
HPLC response factor and the strips concentration.

Different commercial filters were tried for extraction with results listed in Table
I.2. Cellulose acetate (CA) filter membrane was found to retain most of the Ara h 2
injected. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) filter with a diameter of 13 mm from
Whatman® was found to have an extractable which interferes with Ara h 2, while PVDF
filter with a diameter of 4 mm from EMD Millex® was found to generate too much
backpressure when filtering film extract. The same issue with 4 mm filter was also
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observed with Agilent Captiva® PES filter. Agilent Captiva PES filter with a diameter of
15 mm was the optimum filter for removing participles from peanut extract and film
matrix, while maintain acceptable recovery rate shown in Table I.4.

Table I. 2. Filter choice for sublingual film sample filtration
Filter Membrane Material

Brand

Diameter

Note

CA (Cellulose acetate)

Whatman®

25 mm

Protein lost

Whatman®

13 mm

Extractable

EMD Millex®

4 mm

High backpressure

Agilent Captiva®

4 mm

High backpressure

15 mm

Suitable

PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride)

PES (Polyethersulfone)

II.4.2 Method validation
The gradient RP-HPLC method coupled with fluorescence detector was validated
for quantitating Ara h 2 in peanut extract and sublingual films. Selectivity of the method
was confirmed by checking peak purity using SDS-PAGE. As shown in Figure II.4, the
migrated Ara h 2 peak appeared as a band between 15 kDa and 20 kDa, which also had
the same migration with the reference standard of Ara h 2. In Figure II.5, Ara h 2
standard was also spiked into the placebo film strips which showed no interference from
other components in the film matrix.
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Figure II. 4. SDS-PAGE for confirming the selectivity of HPLC method. (Lane 1:
Ara h 2 standard (NA-AH2-1), lane 2: Ara h 2 peak eluted from HPLC, lane 3:
molecular weight marker)

Figure II. 5. Selectivity of HPLC method for film samples by spiking. (refer to
colorful on-line version)
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As summarized in Table 3, the linearity range was from 7.5 µg/mL to 30 µg/mL
with a calculated detection limit of 1.61 µg/mL and a quantitation limit of 4.89 µg/mL.
The extraction recoveries were 85.2% ± 4% and 98.6% ± 3.8% for peanut extract and
film samples (Table I.4). The intraday precision was less than 3% and inter-day precision
was less than 6% (Table I.5). The injection sample prepared from peanut extract and
films were stable over 30 h in the HPLC auto-sampler (Table I.6).
Table I. 3. Results of regression analysis of Ara h2 linearity data
y=bx + a

Day 1

Day 2

Day3

Mean ± SD

b (slope)

30772

32008

32881

31887 ± 1060

a (intercept)
R2 (determination coefficient)

-166781 -163900 -192246
0.9987

0.9929

-174309 ± 15601

0.9965

0.9960 ±
0029

Table I. 4. Accuracy data for strips and peanut extract
Nominal

Calculated concentration

Accuracy (mean ± SD)

(mean ± SD) (µg/mL)

(µg/mL)

concentration
(µg/mL)
Strips

23.2

22.9 ± 0.9

98.6% ± 3.8%

Peanut extract

23.5

20.0 ± 0.9

85.2% ± 4%
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Table I. 5. Precision and Intermediate precision data for strips and peanut extract
Peanut extract
Calculated concentration (µg/mL)

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

24.0 ± 0.69

23.4 ± 0.67

23.5 ± 0.41

Inter-day precision

1.3%

Intra-day precision

2.9%

2.9%

1.7%

22.1 ± 0.38

21.2 ± 0.39

23.5 ± 0.41

1.9%

1.7%

Film
Calculated concentration (µg/mL)
Inter-day precision

5.2%

Intra-day precision

1.7%

Table I. 6. Stability of samples in HPLC system

Strips (µg/mL)
Peanut Extract
(µg/mL)

0h

30 h

RSD

20.1 ± 0.9

19.4 ± 0.4

2.0 %

22.1 ± 0.3

21.8 ± 0.2

0.30%

II.4.3 Application to stability test of Ara h 2 containing formulations
The manufactured sublingual films of five different formulations have an average
moisture content of 4%, while further dried films in vacuum have an average moisture
content of 3.6% (Table I.7). As shown in Figure II.6, the default formulation containing
no sugar stabilizers served as the control group. The control group had a significant
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decrease of Ara h 2 amount after stored at 40 °C/75% RH for one month (student t test,
p<0.05). Formulations adding dextrose, mannitol and trehalose also had a significant
decrease of Ara h 2 amount regardless of the moister content. Films containing sucrose
with 3.03% moisture still retained 96.2% of targeted Ara h 2 after 1 month at 40 °C and
student t test showed no significant decrease of Ara h2 amount. Sucrose is likely to be a
promising excipient to improve the stability of Ara h 2 in sublingual films. Forced
degradation was also performed to confirm that this HPLC method was able to capture
the loss of main peak of Ara h2 due to degradation of storage samples (Figure II.7).

Figure II. 6. Accelerated stability study of Ara h 2 containing sublingual films. Dark
bars represent samples stored at -80 °C right after manufactured. Light Grey bars
represent samples dried to lower moisture content and stored at 40°C for one
month, while dark grey bars represent samples dried to a comparable higher
moisture content.
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Figure II. 7. Forced degradation study of film samples. (Blank line: sample store at 4
°C overnight and extracted for Ara h 2 quantitation, blue line: sample heated at 80
°C overnight and extracted for Ara h 2 quantitation)

Table I.7. Moisture content of stability films.
Low moisture group of samples were further dried with vacuum drier for 3 h. Moisture
content was measured by loss on drying.
High moisture (HM)

Low moisture (LM)

Control

3.93%

4.40%

Sucrose

3.33%

3.02%

Trehalose

3.33%

3.02%

Mannitol

5.17%

3.52%

Dextrose

4.69%

4.18%

Average LOD

4.09%

3.63%
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In all five formulations, low moisture group had higher amount of Ara h 2 after
one-month storage than high moisture group, suggesting moisture was playing a
significant role in Ara h 2 degradation. Although literature suggests 1% of moisture
content for optimal stability of protein in solid state, it is difficult to achieve this targeted
moisture content since HPMC served as a fast dissolving sublingual matrix in the
formulation, which was very hygroscopic and absorbed ambient moisture quickly during
the manufacturing process and long term storage180. Faster packaging operation is likely
to reduce moisture absorbed by films, while operation in a controlled humidity
environment would be ideal.
II.5 Conclusion
This paper describes a novel, rapid, accurate and precise RP-HPLC method for
quantitating peanut allergen Ara h 2 in peanut extract and sublingual films. The method
could be done in 2 hours including sample preparation and HPLC assay, which shortens
the assay time compared to immunoassays that usually takes one day’s work. Also, it is
more accurate and precise than most of the immunoassays. Ara h 2 stability in sublingual
films is likely to be improved by selecting different formulations containing sugars under
accelerated test using this method.
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Appendix III. Biophysical characterization of ABAB-IgG1
III.1 Molecular weight determination
The molecular weight of ABAB-IgG1 was determined by SEC-FPLC and DLS.

Figure III. 1 SEC-FPLC profile of ABAB-IgG1.
The mobile phase was 10mM phosphate buffer plus 150mM NaCl and 0.5%
NaN3, PH 6.8. The column was calibrated with five protein standards (Thyroglobulin,
IgG, BSA, Myoglobin, Uracil) to estimate unknown proteins.

Figure III. 2 DLS of ABAB-IgG1 in PBS 1x buffer.
The DLS was measured using Malvern Zetasizer NanoZSP. The scattered light was
recorded in a back-scattering mode at 173⁰C.
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III.2 Isoelectric point determination
The isoelectric point (pI) of ABAB-IgG1 was determined by plot surface charge
against pH. The pH at which the surface charge of protein was zero was selected as the
estimated pI.

Figure III. 3. The zeta potential of ABAB-IgG1 at different pH.
About 200 µL, 0.5mg/ml ABAB-IgG1 was dialysis against phosphate buffer with
different pH extensively. The zeta potential was measured using Laser Doppler
Electrophoresis techniques in Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZSP. Due to the limit volume of
antibody, a barrier diffusion technique was applied.
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III.3 Thermal stability

Figure III. 4. The thermal stability of ABAB-IgG1 was measured by DSF.
The DSF data was recorded in an AB StepOne Plus Real-Time PCR system at a
heating rate of 0.3% (about 1⁰ C/min). An external fluorescence dye SyproOrange® was
added to the antibody formulation to monitor the unfolding of antibodies. The
fluorescence was plotted against temperature and the first derivative of fluorescence was
calculated to obtain the melting temperature of ABAB-IgG1.

Figure III. 5. The melting temperature of ABAB-IgG1 at different pH and salt
concentration obtained by DSF.
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III.4 Secondary structure
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Figure III. 6. The secondary structure of ABAB-IgG1 was measured using CD at a
concentration of 0.89 μM.
The spectrum between 190 nm and 240 nm (JASCO J-810) was deconvoluted into
secondary components using DichroWeb and the fitted spectrum was also plotted here.
III.5 Molar absorptivity

Figure III. 7. The molar absorptivity of ABAB-IgG1 was measured using Edelhoch
method.
100 uL of ABAB-IgG1 (1mg/ml) was diluted into 300 uL PBS 1x buffer and 300
uL 8M GdnHCl, incubated for 2 h at room temperature (n=3). The UV-Vis spectra were
recorded using DU800 spectrometer from 200 nm to 400 nm. Accodring to Edelhoch
Pgh
method, showing on the right of figure, the estimated 𝐴Jcd/cf
of ABAB-IgG1 was1.277.
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III.6 Relative solubility of ABAB-IgG1 and humanized ABAB-IgG1 as an indicator
of colloidal stability

Figure III. 8. The relative solubility of wild type and humanized ABAB-IgG1 at PBS
1x measured.
Antibody was mixed concentrated ammonium sulfate in a 96 plate to achieve final
concentration of 0.2mg/ml. The plate was left at room temperature for 2 hours, followed
by centrifuge at 4000rpm for 20min. The supernatant was retained to measure the soluble
antibody concentration.
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III.7 Stressed colloidal stability of humanized ABAB-IgG1.

Figure III. 9. Turbidity of humanized ABAB-IgG1 at 4 ⁰C,25 ⁰C and 37 ⁰C for up to
9 days.
About 2 mg/ml of antibody was dialyzed against each buffer. When dialyzed
against 20mM Tris buffer, pH 8, the antibody concentration dropped to 1.789 mg/ml,
while the antibody concentration dropped to 0.452 mg/ml when dialyzed against 20 mM
Tris buffer, pH 9, which suggested precipitation of antibody at these conditions.
According to this data, 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8 seemed to be the best buffer for
humanized ABAB-IgG1 at 2 mg/ml. Salt was not considered in this experiment.
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